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Àbstract

A review of the literature indicates that social support
buffers stress during major life transitions and that
individuals with mental health problems tend to have low
Ievels of social support resources. The practicum objective
v¡as to investigate the efficacy of a ten session individual
intervention Èo increase social support resources with
participants of an enplolment service for índividuals with
ñenta1 health problems. The writer met with eight
participants of the emplolment service. Interventive nethods
incluaeä education about the function of social support,
network mapping, goal setting, social skilI coaching,
amelioratioñ-of ãttituainal barriers and increasing access to
social opportunities in the conmunity. Complete. data sets
$rere avaiia¡le for five of the participants. An increase ín
the level of reciprocity of relationships lr¡as reported by 808
of participants. Some of the participants w_ere able to
incrLase the size and diversity of their networks- Netl¡ork
building interventions may be a valuable addition to programs
designeã to increase the ðo¡nmunity integration of people wit'h
mental health problerns.
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INTRODUCTION

The tenets of social network theory complement social workrs

emphasis on an ecological approach. The application of

concepts drawn from social network theory to social work in

the mental health field, represents an alternative to the

emphasis on inter-individual factors of the medical approach

that has dominated the field. Social network literature

suggests that programs of formal support increase attention to

the building and naintenance of infornat support. Garbarino

writes that:

As people concerned about the quality of livíng in
our society, wê nust understand the linitations
of our role and how to complement and augrnent it by
collaborating with inforrnal helping networks
(1983:16) .

The following is a report of a pract.icun intervention designed

to increase the informal social support available to

participants of an employment service for people with mental

health problems.l

A review of the literature indicates that supportive ties in

the social network act as a buffer to stress during life
transitions. The literature also suggests that people with

lalthough the term rrperson with a mental
used throughout this report to refer to
experienced the mental health system, it is
language is a very sensitive issue with a range

health problemrr is
a person who has

acknowledged that
of preferred terms.
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mental health problems tend to have reduced levels of social

support. While the employment service model specifies on-

going support from project staff to partícipants during and

following the transition from unemployment to enplolment,

DtAugelli (1983) cautÍons that forrnal services are inadequate

in neeting individual support needs. The practicum

intervention ltas designed to address participantsr support

needs. rt was created to facilitate participantsr own network

building activities with the intention that the increased

levels of support would ease their transition to enplolanent

and assist them in ¡naintaining emplolanent.

The practicum had two main objectives. the first l¡tas to

improve the effectiveness of the employrnent service in

maintaining program participants Ín the workplace by

increasing the levels of informal social support available to

them. The intervention hras designed to increase the

reciprocity of participantsf network ties and to increase the

size and diversity of their networks. The intervention

included facilitating participant awareness of the function

and importance of social support, assisting participants to

inprove social skílls related to network building and

increasing access to social opportunities in their communities

to accomptish this end. The second objective of the practicum

was to increase the awareness of ernproyrnent service staff of

the theory behind and the utilization of social network
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interventions. In their reconmendations for t,rainíng of
personnel in supported enployment programs, Danley and Mellen

(L987) specify the need for professionals to recognize the

contribution that fanily ¡nembers and peers can make to program

success. They argue that supported enplolment practitioners
require not only knowledge of the comrn¡¡¡l¡y support network

but nust possess the skills to generate support from program

participantst significant others.

The practicum comprises a rnajor part of the reguirements of

the Master of Social Work degree. In accordance, student

learning is one of the prinary goals of the practicum.

Four learning goals for the practicum $rere set. First,
through the practicurn the writer planned to explore the use of

social network interventions with people with mental health
problems. A second goal was to develop skills in the

preparation and delivery of an intervention. Third, the

writer hoped to improve interpersonal skills in one to one

situations and to increase group facilitation skilIs.
Finally, the practicum provided an opportunity to develop

skills in the evaluation of an intervention.

The first chapter of this report contains a review of

Iiterature relevant to the practicum intervention. This is
divided into three areas: social networks and their
relationship to coping, studies that have explored the social
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networks of people i.¡ith ment,al health problems, and work which

has explored the relationship between social support and

emptolment. The second chapter of the report' contains a

description of the nethods enployed in the practicum

intervention and the evaluation design. The third chapter

provides detailed descriptions of the experiences of three of

the practicum participants and a thorough reporting and

discussion of individual and aggregate data. In the fourth

chapter, issues that arose during the execution of the

practicum and their inplications are explored. The fínaI

chapt,er contains the conclusions that lfere drawn from the

practicum.



CHAPTER 1

LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Social networks and coping

A social network is comprised of the people with whom we live,
work and interact on a regular basis. rrÀ social network

refers to the ties one has with a group of people and the

links within the group. It is a vray to objectively measure

the structure of a personts social resources and examine how

structure varies across a range of settingstt (Mitchell &

Trickett, 1980 in Leavy, 1983:4).

Social support, then, is the help provided to individuals by

the members of their social neÈworks. Garbarino (1983)

defines social networks as: rr...a set of interconnected

relationships among a group of people that provides contingent

reinforcement for efforts to cope with life on a day-to-day

basisfr (5). Caplan (t974) states that natural support, systems

generally consist of three basic elements: they assist the

individual to deal with emotional problens and use

psychological- strengths, they share burdens and tasks and

provide tangible resources such as money, too1s, living space

or advice. House (1981) identifies four t11pes of social

support behaviours: emotional support which includes caring,

trust and ernpathy; instrumentaL support which involves
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tangible forrns of aid such as rending money; informational
support which entails the provision of knowledge or skills;
and appraisal support which assist,s in measuring personal
perfornance (in Leavy, 1993). rn both caplanrs and Housers

conceptualizations the categories of support are not separate

entities but rather are interrelated components of social
support (Leavy, 1983).

According to Gottlieb (1993) it is incorrect to assume that
the social network provides solely positive support. The

network may contain un-supportive ties which are themselves a
source of stress. Atte¡npts by network menbers to assist the
focal individuar may disrupt, his or her coping abilities or
create feelings of dependency. when a network focuses its
efforts on herping an individual that indivíduar may

experience a loss of self-esteem and personar control.

social support is often classified as either formal (support
provided by professionals) or informar (support received from

friends, famiry or other naturar network members). Many

theorists argue that support fron infor¡na1 sources is
preferabre. Frol-and, Pancoast, chapnan and Kinboke (1991)

found that infornal helpers deart with a broader range of
issues and related to clients in terms of mutuarity, co¡nmon

experience and equality of status, features that are racking
in professionar helping relationships (in weslowski, L}BT).
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Anarysis of social networks began in the fields of sociology
and anthroporogy to better explaín the patterns of
relationships between people (Berkrnan, LgB4). Network

analysis conbines both structural and functional dimensions
(Gottlieb, t9g3). structural dinensions rike size (the number

of network members), density (the connections between network

members) and the sources of ties (neighbourhood, work setting)
are commonly measured. Functional characteristics such as

nultiplexity (the extent to which network me¡nbers fulfil more

than one supportive function), reciprocity (the urutuality with
which aid is provided), intensity (the strength of the t,ie)
and durability (the duration over time of the tie) allow
assessment of the quality of the support supplied by the
network.

The hearth protective effects of social support have been the
focus of much recent interest in the sociar work field. Low

leve1s of social support have been correlated with alcoholism
(Hunt & Azrin, L973), stress (cobb, Lg76) , mental illness
(Gottlieb, 1981), naritar probrems (I{ircox, 19g1), depression
(Reiss & Benson, 1985) and re-entry into ment,ar institutions
(capran, t974) (in l{eslowski, 1997). Both physicar and mental

hearth are berieved to be safeguarded by the support provided
by social- networks (cassel, Lg76; Heller. Lgzg; Kaplan, cassel

& Gore, L977 in Tardy, 1995). social support, is believed to
have both a stress buffering and health protective effect on
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individuals (Gottlieb, 1983). The health prot,ective effects
of social support are postulated, according to Gottlieb, in
the context of a theory that implicat,es life stress in the
onset of psychological and physical disorders: the
accumulation of life stressors triggers changes in the
accustorned pattern of social adjustnent, these changes in turn
have emotional and behaviourial effects that 1ead, either
directly or indirectly through some neurochernical process, to
a weakened state and greater vulnerability to illness or
disordered functioníng. During times of rife change or
chronic exposure to st,ress, sociar support buffers the
individuat from potentiar adverse effect,s on mood and

functioníng, and facilit,ates coping and adaptation, reducing
the rikelihood of illness. social support rnay play a role in
insurating people from exposure to stressors and in fostering
grood health and morale (Gott1ieb, 1983).

The analysis of an individuarrs social network is a helpful
tool for assessing coping resources and nay be usefur in
predicting adaptation to life transitions (Gottrieb, 1983).

rnterestingly, however, such life transitions often affect the
size, interconnectedness, crustering and geographic dispersion
of an individualfs social orbiÈs (Gottrieb, 1983). Gottlieb
(1985) has pointed out that differences in sociar network

needs exist not only between people but change for an

individual over the course of the lifespan. He argues that
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different structural configurations (for exampre, a dense

network during times of crisis) are optimal during periods of
stress, transition or stability. During tirnes of transition,
then, particurar attention should be paid to the network to
ensure that, appropriate supports are in place to aid in the
initiar transition and to maintain the hoped for changes

following the transition.

L.2 The social networks of people with mental health
problerns

Comparisons of the social networks of individuals diagnosed

with a mental- irlness with natched samples from the generar

popuJ-ation have appeared in the literature. Evidence suggests

that crinicar popurations have social supports which differ
frorn non-clinical populations in three ways. First, findings
have consistently shown that people without, mentar hearth
problens have more support availabre to them than do people

with psychological disorders (Leavy, 1993). Second,

individuals with mental health problems tend to receive more

support than they provide (Hammer, 1981). Research has not
shown whether this lack of reciprocity is a result of poor

sociar skilrs, dependency created by network members or from

low levels of self-esteem which cause the individual to
believe that he or she is incapable of extending support
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(Gottlieb, 1983). Sokolovsky and his colleagiues have linked

1ow reciprocity of supportive rel-ationships with higher

slmptonatorogiy and a greater likelihood of hospitalization
among people with mental health problems (in Harnmer, 1991).

Finally, there is evidence of emphasis on non-farnily ties in
the composition of networks of people with ment,al health
problems. Both Silberfield (1978) and Sokolovsky (L979)

reported lower fanily involvement in the support networks of

the mentally iII (cited in Leavy, 1983). While Tolsdorf's
(L976) findings differed, his study sras based on a smalL

sample of young men diagnosed with schizophrenia and may

reflect a population who have not lost faruily ties through

death or by having exhausted the resources of family helpers

(Leavy, 1983).

The empirical data confirms what clinicians have reported for
years, an isolated population with few social supports (Beels,

1981). A study of 505 people discharged fro¡n inpatient
psychiatric facilities in Toronto reported that:

It]he degree of social isolatíon Ìdas reflected
drarnatically by the finding that one in five
subjects had no close friends and two in five had
fewer than two social visits a nonth (Fischer et
â1. , 1981:24) .

I{hile inter-individual factors are frequent,ly cited as reasons

for the social isolation of people with mental health

problems, the formal mental health system often provides
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services in a way that exacerbates their seclusion. Many of
the current approaches t,o psychiatric care, housing and

employnent services linit the opportunities for individuals to
develop and naintain supportive sociar ties. Minuchin and

Elizur (1989) describe the re-organízation of sociar systems

to exclude the individual while he or she is hospitalized.
Psychiatric care continues to be provided outside of the

individualrs conmunity. Nelson and Earls (1996) and Fisher et
aI. (1981) describe the lack of social support available to
residents of mental health boarding homes. Lugt,ig (1990)

found that cornmunity tenure increased the number of supportive

ties and Boydelt (1993) cites transitional housing models as

Iimiting clientrs social network building. Yet housing

services for people with mental health problems continue to
rely on segiregated and/or transitional approaches.

Psychiatric care that is not conmunity based, housing that is
transitional and non-integrated and a lack of competitive

employment opportunities contribute to the shortage of support

often experienced by people with mental health problems.

Professional characterization of the farnily as dysfunctional

has caused farnilies to distance themselves from members with

mental heal-th problems (Birchwood & Smith, 1990) . The concept

of the rrschizophrenogenic familyrr is an example of this
tendency to place blane on fanilies.
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Gottlieb describes care-giver support development activities
that could replace the fanily therapy roodalities that, focus on

the dysfunctionat aspects of the fanilies of people r,¡ith
mental health problems. The aim of this network intervention
is rrto strengthen the capacity of social networks or central
figures therein to provide ongoing and crisis supportrl
(Gott,rieb, 1985:313). An exampre of this kind of support is
the provision of respite care to fa¡niLies who have a nember

with a mentar hearth problen residíng with them. Faniry
support or self-heIp groups are another way to help farnilies
províde services. A third way of supporting conmunity care-
givers is through the reduction of the discrinination against,

peopre with mental health problems and their famiries.

Lack of appropriate services nay exacerbate difficulties that
peopre with mental hearth problems experience in gaining
satisfying revers of social support. There are difficulties,
however, involved in speaking generally about sociar networks

and about the needs of people with mentar hearth problems.

The difficulties with generarizing are three-ford. Beels

(1981) has pointed out that the circumstances and needs of
people may vary depending upon the kind of mental health
problern they experience:

fmportant variabLes in depression--presence of aspouse confidant, absence of young chiLdren at
home, and employment--are not significant, variablesfor schizophrenics because they tend to be
unmarried, childless, and unernployed as a group
(61).
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Second, Gottlieb (1985) has pointed out that differences in
social support requirements exist not only between people but

change over the course of life. Different network structures

are optimum during periods of stress, transition or stability.
Fina1ly, the social context of the individual cannot be

ignored in attenpting to facilitate the development of
appropriate social support in the cournunity. Social network

fornatíon is related to normative values of ethnicity, gender,

social class, and personal belief systems.

1.3 Employnent and the social network

According to Anthony and Blanch (L987) rrsome of the symptons

of chronic unernployment, ie., social withdrawal, passivity,

Iethargy, and isolation, seem to mirror some of the symptoms

of a chronic mental impairmenttt (5). In Canada, the

employment rate for individuals diagnosed with a major mental

illness Ís about half the rate for the general adult
population (Fisher et âI., 1981224). This high rate of

unemplolment is found even though people with mental health

problerns refl-ect the range of intelligence, level of education

and career goals found in the general populat,Íon (Ànthony &

Dion, 1986 in Anthony & Blanch, 1987).
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The transition from unemplolnnent to employment is a rnajor life
change. Such life transitions often affect the size,

interconnectedness and clustering of an individualrs social

network (Gottlieb, 1983). Enployment impacts upon the social

field of an individual and creates the potential for higher

functioning and greater conmunity integration (Anthony &

Blanch, L987).

Enplolnuent has the potential t,o address the deficits in the

social networks of people with mental health problems cited in
the Iíterature. The síze and diversity of the social network

may be augmented by increased social contacts in the

workplace. The greater economic resources generated by

emplolment increases the accessibility of recreational and

community activities thus further enlarging opportunitíes for
support,. In Canadian society, the receipt of social

assistance is stigimatized and individuals who rely on this
source of income often exist on the periphery of the social

system. Àccording to Arnitage (1988) "All social welfare

programs have a tendency to stigrmatize their recipients,
principally because welfare support continues t,o be viewed as

an admission of failure on the part of the beneficiaryrr (48).

People with mental health problems who are also recipients of

social assistance are thus doubly stigrnatized. An important

effect of ernployment is the reduction of stigrrna, improvement

of self-esteern and increased attractiveness to potential
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supporters. Reciprocity of rerationships may also be enhanced

through improved self-esteem due to ernployment and increased

financial resources.

Àccording to Pearson (1990), najor life transitions often
involve a decrease in social support because the individualrs
resources are exhausted in coping rvith the change rather than

in generating nevr sources of support. while ernproyment

provides the opportunity for increasing the size, diversity
and reciprocity of an individualIs social network, the

transition from unemplolment to enploynent, may decrease the

occasion for continuing supportive ties already established.

An indivídual who gains support from a group at an afternoon

drop-in centre nay lose contact with those indivíduars if
working hours preclude participation in the group. An

unemployed individuar may render services to friends or

reratives that would no longer be possible during a period of
employment. The transition to ernplolnnent presents both an

opportunity to increase social support and a threat to the

continuation of support from existing sources.

social ski"rrs required in the work setting differ from the

skills that are required in other settings. According to
Pearson (1990), Itthe changed situation into which the person

in transition moves may have infornal rules governing the
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fonnation of relationships of which the individual is unawarerl

(27'). Social skills, the development of which is facilitated
by social interaction, play an inportant role in maintaining

emplolment. À review of the literature of the psychosocial

rehabilitation field reveals the irnpact of social skills on

the work perfornance of people with mentaÌ health problems.

In Ànthony and Jansents (1984) review of studies of predictors

of vocational- outcome, the authors found that. ratings of work

adjustment skills, which include getting along with co-

workers, are the best clinical predictors of future work

perfornance. They write that rr...it would appear that
estimates of the skills of getting along with co-workers and

supervisors and being dependable are most relevant to
future work behaviourrr (541). Ratings of more general social

functioning have been found to be a significant predictor of

future work performance among the psychiatrically disabled

(Green et â1., 1968; criggiths, L974; Gurel & Lorei, L972¡

Miskinims et êI., L969; Strauss & Carpenter, L974; Sturn &

Lipton, L967 ¡ in Anthony & Jansen, 1984). According to the

authors of this review:

fn spite of the wide range of items used to tap
social- functioning, the studies are remarkably
similar in finding a relationship betl¡een social
ability and future vocational performance (Ànthony
& Jansen, 1984:541).

Social skills provide individuals with the tools to tap

sources of support in the workplace and to garner social

support elsewhere. Since much of work is primarily social,
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proficiency vrith these skills enhances ability to naintain
enployment. A supportive network in general can bolster
individualrs coping resources to deal with the transition to
emplolnnent.

Sunmary

Social support provides individuals with assistance in coping

with the stress generated by both day to day living and by

negotiating rnajor life transitions. Studies of the social
networks of people wíth r¡ental health problems have shown

deficit,s in the amount of support available. Frequently,

inter-indivÍduaI factors such as a lack of social skills have

been inplicated in the sociaÌ isolation of people with mental

health problems. Systemic barriers such as discrinination and

traditional modes of treatment have also played a part in the

segregation. Employment offers an opportunity for increasing

Ievels of support available but successful vocational out,comes

may be hampered by a lack of support in adjusting to work and

a lack of the social skills which are developed through social

inclusion.
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CHAPTER 2

INTERVENTTVE METHODS AND EVATUATION DESIGN

2.L Setting

The Canadian Ment,al Health Association, I{innipeg Region, is a

volunteer, non-profit agency. The agencyrs objective is to
promote mental health. fn collaboration with the actions of

other regions, with the divisional and with the national arms

of the Canadian Mental Health Association, the l{innipeg Region

engages in various lobbying strategies to advocate the

interests of índividuals with mental health problems. A

primary strategy of the agency is to engage in direct service

and educational projects that meet priority mental health

needs and demonstrat,e exernplary nethods of neeting those

needs. At present, the agency delivers advocacy, public

education, infornation and referral, employment and housing

services.

The Canadian Mental- Health Association, t{innipeg Region

received funding for an ernplolment service designed to enable

people with nental health problens to secure ernploynent in the

cornpetitÍve labour market. A three-year demonstration project

r.¡hich began in November 1990, the program offers assist,ance to

individuals with mentaL health problems who have had

difficulty in accessing the competitive labour market.
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Using a supported employrnent approach, the program differs
from traditional ways of providing vocational services to
people with mental health problems. One of the programrs

premises is that the potential to work resides in aII
individuals regardless of diagnosis or history of disability.
The program focuses on assisting participants to secure and

uraintain emploplent in cornpetitive settings in the conrmunity.

Employrnent that enhances financial independence is sought,

with attention to factors such as wage level, job security and

working conditions. The opportunity for frequent daily
contact with co-workers, supervisors and others in the most

normalized work setting possible is enphasised. Personal

choice in setting career goals and long term support in
achieving then are seen as the keys to success. With the

assistance of program staff, participants select occupational

goals and develop and implement plans for achieving them. A

staff-participant ratio of approxinately 1 to 10 assures a

high level of service.

During the first year of operation, approximately 24

individuals were accepted into the employment program.

Referral Ís from other agencies and by client self-referral.
Participants in the enplolanent service are selected to include

those with a wide variety of educational and eurployment

backgrounds, a rançte of the duration and level of disability
and of differing ages and vocational goals. The length of
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program participation depends upon the individual
participantrs choice. The program offices are located Ín

downtown !{innipeg.

Eligibility criteria for program access are as follows:

1. Prirnary psychiatric diagnosis, which includes

the following components:

À. Diagnosis: Evidence of psychiatric

diagnosis.

B. Disability: Evidence of factors which have

inpeded integration and lifestyle.
c. Duration: rndication that a personrs

situation has some historical component.

2. Eighteen years of age or older.

3. Be notivated t,oward the acquisition of

competitive enployment, in the community.

on the following page is a flow chart of the model upon which

the employrnent service is based.
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2.2 Practicum inclusíon criteria

For inclusion in the practicum, participants were required to
meet the following criteria:

1. Be a participant in the enployrnent service;
2. Be willing to participate in the practicum (see

voluntary consent, below) ;

3. Abre to identify current or potentiar diffículties
with their social networks and be wilring to r¡ork
toward ameliorating these difficulties;

4. Be availabre for appointnents in addition to those

reguired for participation in the emplolment

servicer.

5. May be involved at any stage of the program--choosing,

seeking or keeping a job;

6. May be working with any of the employment

coordinators.

2.3 Recruitment

During the start up phase of the practicum, enploynent service
staff were apprised of the nature and purpose of the

intervention. staff members were provided with both written
and presented material on the theoreticar and pract,icar
aspects of sociar support. They nere asked to speak about the
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practicum vrith the participants with whom they rrere working

and to pass along the names of part,icipant,s expressing an

interest in more information. The writ,er met with interested
participants to further explain the nature and purpose of the
practicurn int,ervention and the tine cornmitment required.
Participants who hrere stirl interested after further
explanation were given a written summary of the pract,icum

which incruded an expranat,ion of the provisions to ensure

confidentiality. (The recruitment letter is incruded in
Appendix D. ) They v¡ere asked t,o consider their decision and

to contact the writer in one week. Attached to this
information htas a consent to participate form which they s¡ere

asked to conplete if they decided to participate. (The consent

to participate form is incLuded in Àppendix D. ) participants
h¡ere recruited initially in Jury 1991 and then as spaces

became available new participants $¡ere approached.

There was ri¡nited interest expressed by participants of
Employnent Dinensions in for¡aing a support group and thus this
option did not conprise part of the practicum.

2.4 Voluntary Consent

The nature

explained to

and purpose of the practicun intervention $¡as

potential practicum participants, including the
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procedures to be used for the evaluation of the practicum.

Involvement in the ernplolnnent, program was not dependent upon

participation in the practicum intervention, but involvernent

in the practicum intervention reguired consent to the

collection of data for evaluation. Consent to the audÍo

recording of indivÍdual sessions was sought, however

participation in the practicum intervention was not contingent

upon obtaining consent. À one v¡eek period between the

explanat,ion of the reguirements of pract,icum involvement and

signing of the consent forn vras given to allow individuals
tirne for consideration of their participation. Each potential
part.icipant was given written materials about the practícum

intervention and evaluation procedures to review during this
tine.

2.5 Confidentiality

Members of the practicum connittee erere required to sign and

adhere to the confidentiality policy of the Canadian Ment,a1

Health Association, Vlinnipeg Region. All audio recordings and

files reÌated to practicurn participants erere kept in locked

cabinets and lrere destroyed following the practicum

presentation. Throughout the practicu¡n report and during the

practicurn presentation identifying detaiLs of participants
hlere masked to protect confidentiality.
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2.6 Supervision

File notes of each session included the session plan or
purpose, a description of the session and an analysis. CopÍes

of these notes and audiotapes, where available, were supplied

to Don Fuchs and ¡¡ork wÍth each participant was reviewed

during meetings between Don Fuchs and the writer throughout

the intervention phase of the practicum.

2.7 . OveraII Strat,egy

The intervention approach was participant-driven and focused

on support, education and skill-building. Lugtig and Fuchs

(L992) delineate three activities in the networking process:

identification, napping and tinking. fdentificatíon is
described as:

the process whereby persons recognize the potential
for networking in their social networks. This is
an infornation-gathering phase in which thepotent,ial network members are named, their
willÍngness to provide support is discussed, their
resources and personal capabilities are listed, and
their willingness to provide help or support in
different situations is deternined (Lugtig and
Fuchs, L992:51).

Mapping is described as a process of charting network ties,
including features such as strength of ties, type of
relationship and the frequency, duration and intensity of the

connections. (Lugtig and Fuchs, L992:51). Linking is the goal

setting step. rrOnce the network is mapped, a determination
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can be made about how it can be changed or altered to provide

different or better sources of social supporttt (Lugt,ig and

Fuchs, L992:51).

I{ork began with what Lugtig and Fuchs (L992) refer to as

identification. This included use of a standardized measure,

the Socia1 Relationships Scale (McFarlane et âI., 1981). The

Social Relationships Scale is a structured interview which

elicits information about network size, tlpes of support

provided by each network member, helpfulness of the support

provided and the reciprocity of relationships with network

members. In addítion to assessing the current level of social
support, initial interviews with practicun participants were

also designed t,o clarify their support needs. Mapping of the

participantrs network was done in the second interview. (A

procedure for network napping appears in Appendix F. ) The

infornation gleaned from these activit,ies nas shared wiÈh the

participant. According t,o Gottlieb (1983), a comprehensive

approach should give people a clearer understanding of the

interplay between their social and personal resources so that
they can make better use of both. An educational component

s¡as included to help part,ícipants to understand the basic

tenets of social networks to heighten their awareness of the

funct,ion and importance of social support. An outline of the

information discussed with participants is included in the

procedure for network napping in Appendix F.
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The identification and napping phases provided a basis for the

Iinking or goal setting phase of the practicun intervent,ion.

An individual strategy for improving network support was

developed through a process of consultation. Sensitivity to
norrnative values of ethnicity, gender, social class, and

personal belief systems was observed. Ways of overconing the

barriers to a participantrs goals hrere discussed and an agenda

for the remaining sessions negotiated.

Three strategies were enployed in assisting participants to

meet their networking goals: sociaÌ skills coaching,

amelioration of attitudinal barriers and increasing knowledge

of and access to social opportunities.

The development of needed social skills is invaluable in
developing and sustaining the relationships that form a web of

support. A lack of appropriate social skills has been cited

as a barrier to people with mental health problems achieving

couununity integration (Dinirsky, 1982). When a participant
identified a social skill deficit as a barrier to goal

achievement, exploration of the nature of the ski}l required,

the extent to which it nas required and the participantrs

current perforurance of the skitl followed. Coaching

strategies included the polishing of existing skills and the

development of new skills to facilitate the formation of new
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ties or to maintain or $rntot" exist,ing relationships.

Coaching included the ei="u"=Jon of the importance of

particular social skills. Role plays during sessions srere

employed to learn skills and practice their use in a

controlled environment. In vivo practice either with the

writer or independently vras done to ensure that the skill
could be used in a natural setting.

Pearson (1990) identifies several attitudes that act as

barriers to social support: low sel-f-esteem, fear of

criticism, expectation that others wonrt help, ambival-ence

toward others, self-centredness, suspicion and insensitivity
(78). These attributes when identified as barriers became the

target of change efforts. Discussion with partÍcipants

allowed for ex¡lloration of fears related to social situatíons

and provision of infornation about expectations in social

situations assisted them in overcoming their attitudinal
barriers.

!{here participants identifíed a deficit in accessing comrnunity

resources as a barrier to goal achievement, the intervention

included linking individuals to appropriat,e resources and

faciÌitating their usage. Potential sett,ings for interacting
with others hrere explored during sessions. fnfornation about

available resources in the cornmunity r¡Ias researched either by

the participant, the writer or both. Where barriers to the
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use of the conmunity resource was an issuer â[ access plan was

made and facilitated.

Participants ¡oet l¡ith the writer for ten sessions at intervals
of approximately one week. Meetings took place at the

Enplolment Dimensions office in private interview rooms and

lrere usually one to one and a half hours in duration.

2.8 Intervention plan

The following nas the plan for the ten sessions of the

intervention.

Session #1

Revienr practicum participation requirements

overview of the intervention process

Explain measurement straÈegry, rationale and procedures

Administer Index of Self-Estee¡o

Give Index of Self-Esteem to do between sessions

Adninister Social Relationships Scale

Summary and Debrief
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Session #2

Administer Index of Self-Esteen

Score Index of Self-Estee¡n

Chart Index of Self-Esteem results and discuss relationship to

how participant has been feeling to check accuracy of score

Give fndex of Self-Esteem to do between sessions

Explain network napping procedure and draw network roap

Summary and Debrief

Session #3

Arlrninist,er Index of Self-Esteen

Score and chart results of Index of Self-Esteem and check in

to check accuracy of score

Give Index of Se1f-Esteem to do between sessions

Give feedback from Social Relationships Scale and Network Map

Explain basic network concepts like reciprocity, formal and

infornal helpers, bal.ance across sectors

Begin discussion of possible participant goals for practicum

work

Summary and debrief

Session #4

Administer Index of Self-Esteem

Score and chart, results of fndex of Self-Esteem and check in

to check accuracy of score

Give fndex of SeIf Esteem to do between sessions
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GoaI setting
Establish agenda for remaining sessions

summary and debrief

Sessions #5-#9

Àdminister fndex of Self-Esteem

score and chart results of rndex of serf-Esteem and check in
to check accuracy of score

Give Index of Se1f-Esteem to do between sessions

Review participant goars and agenda for remaining sessions

I{ork on topic for the session 1*;Þt-,¿.., i ,,.i''
C,..... '.,:1ì', :

Sumnary and debrief "- ir , , ,.-

Session #10

Ad¡ninister Index of Se1f-Esteem

score and chart results of rndex of serf-Esteem and check in
to check accuracy of score

Ad¡ninist,er Social Relationships Scale

Draw Network Map

Àdninister Service Checklist

Review participant goars, progress t,oward achievenent, of goars

and future goals for the network

Termination
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Follow-up Àppointment (at three months following session #10)

Administer Social Relationships Scale

Adrninister Service Checklist

2.9 Evaluation design

Practicum evaluation used a single subject design. ft
included the use of a standardized measure, The sociar
Rerationships scale (McFarlane et ê1. , 1991) , to evaluat,e

change in the social networks of the participants over the

course of the intervention. changes over the course of the

intervention in the self-esteem of practicun participants were

charted through the use of the rndex of self-Esteem (Hudson,

L974). The clinicaL significance of the intervention was

assessed through discussion with participant,s and the

ad¡ninistration of a service checkrist for evaluating
effectiveness (ad1p_t:9-.f:gl Bloon and Fischer, tss?:405). The

l. r: ' -social Relationships scale, rndex of self-Esteem and service

checkList are incruded in Appendix B. A file audit vras

proposed to deterrnine if changes had occurred in the amount of
time that enplornent service staff spent with part,icipants as

a result of practicum involvement.
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2.9.L Index of Self-Esteem

The relationship between social support and self-esteem has

been discussed in the literature. Àccording to Pearson

(1990) , tt[t]he pervasive belief that one is of little worth is
both cause and effect of social isolationft (36). Included in
the practicum evaluation, therefore, $¡as ongoing measurement

of the leve1 of participant self-esteem. The scale chosen to
measure self-esteem was Hudsonrs fndex of Self-Esteem (L974),

a 25 item scale designed to measure the respondentrs level of

self esteem. Scoring of the instrument yields a rating
ranging from 0 to 100 with higher scores giving more evidence

of the presence of problems with self-esteem. It has a

cutting score of 30 (+ or -5), with scores above 30 indicating
that the respondent has a clinically significant problero with

self-esteem. Norms for the scale !¡ere derived fron tests of

L745 respondents of varying backgrounds. The Index of Self-
Esteem has very good internal consistency, with a mean alpha

of .93. A two-hour re-t,est, correlation of .92 demonstrates

its stability. ft has good known-groups validity and can

differentiate between groups identified by clinicians as

having difficulty with self-esteem and those not. The Index

of Self-Esteen has good construct validity. ft correlates
weII with other measures with which it should correlate highly
(depression, happiness, sense of identity) and not with

measures that it should not (Corcoran & Fischer, L987:188).
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The rndex of serf-Esteem is written in easily understood

language and is readily adninistered and sirnple to score. rt
takes approximately five minutes to conplete.

The Index of SeIf -Esteem ltas adrninistered twice weekly
1:

Þeþinning with the initial data gathering session. This
.Áìr-

ç)'yielded approximatelv ,sii) data point,s to establish a baseline
'' ' 

' \r"// --- s-----
.) .,'ìù before the beginning of the intervention. Data collection

continued throughout the intervention. Results were charted
during each session and discussed with participants.

2.9.2 Social Relationships Scale

The social Rerationships scare (McFarlane et êr., 1991) was

developed as part of a more extensive horne interview carried
out by trained interviewers. Respondents are presented with
six categories of potentiar rife stress and asked to list
those persons with whom they have discussed each of the
probrem areas and their reLat,ionship to that person (spouse,

parent, sibling, co-worker). The respondent rates the
helpfulness of discussions with each person on a 7-itern Likert
scale ranging from rfmakes things a lot worse, to rrherps things
a lotrr and indicates whether the person they have named wourd

discuss similar matters in his or her o!¡n tife with the
respondent. The interviewer probes the respondent to elicit
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information about, network members who may have been forgotten'

The questionnaire asks with whom the participant discusses

changes, both positive and negatÍve, in each of six topic

areas. These six sub-scales measure support from net$tork

members in the areas of work, money and finances, hone and

fanily, personal health, personal and social issues and

society in general. Adninistration of this instrument takes

approxiurately thirty minutes depending upon the number of

individuals that a respondent lists.

The psychometric properties of the Social Relationships Scale,

as described by McFarlane et aI. (1981) reco¡nnend its use for

evaluation of the practicum intervention. Test,-retest

reliability ltas established by administering the same

instrument twice t,o 73 cornmunity college students at a one

week interval. Network síze remained stable with a median

correlation over each category of support, of .91. The test-

retest, reliability of the extent of the network was above .90

for spouse, siblings, parents and friends. I¡ower correlations

for the categories rrother relativesrr (.62) and rrphysiciantl

(.65) were reported. The lower stability of the latter

category was ant,icipated to be problematic aiven the inpact' of

the doctor-patient relationship on people with mental health

problems observed in clinical practice. It is not expected

that the low st,ability for the frother relativesrr category will
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have significant impact upon the data given their generally

lesser role in support provision. The average helpfulness

score across categories had a median correlation of .78, and

correlations for each category ranging from .54 to .94.

Correlations for helpfulness in the categories of work and

personal life tere .94. These are expected to be the most

important areas for the intervention. Low reliability of

helpfulness for health (.60) is a potential problem given the

expected concern among practicum participants with health-

related matters. The authors explain the low correlation

fofthe category of money and finances (.54) by the wide
I

variation on this score by one individual.

Milardo (1988) Ídentifies response bias as a problem with

measures of close associates and significant others. A group

of 19 post-graduate students were given the questionnaire on

two occasions r.¡ith two different sets of instructions. The

first instructíons asked the¡n to complete the form based on

their own circumstances and the second instructions asked them

to complete it for ideal circunstances. The significant
differences in response indicated that a socially desirable

response is not elicited by the usual instruction set.

Face, content, criterion and construct valÍdity hrere

established for the Socia1 Relationshíps Scale. The authors

cite the clinically expectable results of the data yielded by
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the instruurent as indicative of its face validity. In
examining the measure it appears t,o be comprised of questions

that would extract the necessary data. An expert paner of
four crinicians reviewed the instrument to assess content

validity. They concruded that the scale failed to provide

information about the existence of key figrures who courd

provide reriable support, and so the instrument was altered. to
ericit this infornation. Discrininant validity for this
measure was established by adurinistering the instrument to a

group of parent-therapist,s (n=18) and patients referred for
narital or faraily problens (n=15) . Às hlpothesised, the

measure was found to discriminate between these groups in
ratings of spouse helpfulness in all categories. Results of
the application of the instrument to a group of slg general

populat,ion subjects were sinilar to findings of other studies

exaurining social network support with other instruments and

thus support the construct validity of Èhe instrument.

Five advantages of using the social Rerat,ionships scare for
this apprication rr¡ere found. First, the social Rerat,ionships

scare measures support in various settings and from various

sources. The wide range of infornation generated gives a

grobal picture of support and thus provides an inportant
baserine for clinical assessment in deternining appropriate
points of intervention for participants. second, the scale

measures qualitative aspects of support. According to
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Gottlieb (1983), the social network should not, be viewed

exclusively as a support system that is unconditionally
helpful to its nembers. For cLinical evaluation, an

instrument that measures perceived outcome of interactions is
important to generate potential areas of intervention and to
measure resurts of an intervention component that aims to
strengthen social skilrs to inpact upon the quarity of the

sociar network ties. Third, the social Rerationships scale

measures the reciprocity of support. An assumption of
equivalence and reciprocity across atr crose relationships
when in fact such relationships among adurts tend to be highry

specialized and asymmetric has been identified as a weakness

of many measures of social support (Milardo, 19Bg). The non-

reciprocal nature of relationships between significant others

and people with mental health problems is a target of the

proposed change efforts and rneasurement of this dimension is
important to the evaluation. Fourth, although the interview
format of the instrument requires somewhat more clinician time

for administration than a questj-onnaire format, it overcomes

possible misunderstanding of questions and difficutty due to
)-iteracy level or test anxiety. Finally, the Social

Relationships Scale is a Canadian measure with norms developed

for a Canadian population.

Five linitations were discovered in using the scaLe. First,
information about the application of the Socia1 Relationships
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Scale to a sample of people with mental health problerns is
unavail,able thus its accuracy with this population is unknown.

Second, although discriminant validity was established between

clinical and non-clinical groups, there is no information

regarding the instrurnentrs sensitivity to clinical change.

Third, by focusing on discussion of pot,ential sources of

stressors, the Social Relationships Scale may miss the

important aspect of more active forns of aid such as lending

money or providing transportation. Gottlieb (1983) suggests

that these more active forms of aid may be important in
assessing social support. Changes in more active forms of aid

may be difficult to assess from the data. Fourth, some social

support, measurement devices include questions that inquire

about affective ties to Índividuals that a person does not

interact with regularly or even necessarily know. According

to Pearson:

While it is rare that an individual will report
vicarious supporters (those with whom there is no
current contact, or there has never been any
contact), there are situations in which such
support is not only observed, but is an inportant
part of the individualrs support resources
(19e0267).

According to Pearson, reliance on vicarious supporters is most

likely for individuals who are socially isolated, and may be

a factor for people with mental health problens who have been

found, âs a group, to be so (Beels, 1981; Fisher et â1.,

1981). Finally, the Social Relationships Scale relies upon

information provided by the respondent and may be subject to
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variation caused by feelings of the respondent. Accordíng to
Tardy (1985): "fndividualsr reports of social support nay be

a function of how individuals feel when they complete the

instrumentrt (194). Despite the methodological problems

accompanying subject,ive measures of sociat support, Ít is
important not to disniss the etiotogical significance of
peoplers feelings about their social resources (Gottlieb,

1983).

Social scientists reviewing the measurement of social support

agree on little except that there is a lack of reliable and

well validated instruments available t,o the practitioner.
This has been attributed to the theoretical vagaries of social
support and to the relative ner^rness of the area of study

(Barrera, 1986). The Social Relationships Sca1e is one of the

few instruments that demonstrates acceptable levels of
validity and reliability. This, coupled with the attributes
that make it suitable for the evaluation task, reconmended its
use.

2.9 .3 Follow Up

The literature indicates that skill-building and support

interventions characteristic of the psychosocial

rehabilitat,ion process are shown to have a greater impact on
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vocational outcomes when assessed at long term follow-up than

when evaluated over shorter tine periods (Anthony, Cohen and

Farkas, 1990:53). A follow-up period of one to three years is
consistent with the enplolment program model that specifies

involvement with program participants over an extended ti¡ne

period.

Such long term follow-up, however is beyond the scope of the

proposed project. Conparison of vocational outcomes at a

point less than six-nonths following the íntervention is not

expected to yield significant findings. Thus it was proposed

that follow up evaluation of the practicum intervention focus

on assessment of the inpact of the intervention on social

support and not include a measurement of its effect on

vocational outcome.

At three months following the conpletion of the intervention,

an appointment with each of the participants !Ías scheduled.

Adninistration of the Social Relationships Scale to
participants was used to determine whether changes in social

support observed in¡aediately following the intervention were

sustained, increased or decreased. The service checklist was

also adninistered at this interview to allow participants to
evaluate the inpact of the int,ervention from the perspective

of three months distance.
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2.LO Summary

Set in the Canadian Mental Health Association, Winnipeg

Regionrs emplolment service, the practicum intervention was

designed to augrnent the levels of social support available to
participants. The intervention approach !Ías participant
driven and focused on educat,ion and skiIl building.
Participantsr understanding of the function of social support

and of the features of their o$tn networks was facilitated.
Participants set goals for the practicum which related to
deficits which were identified during examination of their
netv¡orks. Interventive strat,egies included social skills
coaching, amelioration of attitudinal barriers and increasing

ar¡rareness of and access to social opportunities in the

community. A single subject evaLuaÈion design was employed to

assess the iurpact on particípants of their involvement in the

practicurn intervention. ft included measurement of network

features, of participant levels of self-esteem, participantsf

own evaluation of the irnpact of the intervention through the

emplolment of a service checklist and a file audit to

determine whether there was an inpact on the tine that

emplolnnent service staff spent with participants. Measurement

occurred throughout the practicu¡n intervention and at a follow

up interview three months after the completion of practicum

involvement. The data collection schedule is included in the

intervention plan which appears above. The following chapter
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in thereviews the

practicum and

experience of

an analysis of
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the data collected.
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CHÀPTER 3

THE EXPERIENCE OF THE PRÀCTICT'M PARTTCIPÀNTS

This chapter opens with descriptive data of the pract,icum

participants. Forlowing the descriptive data are vignettes
which describe in detail the experiences of three of the

practicurn participants. The examples were chosen to represent

issues which s¡ere conmon to other participants and at, the same

time t,o illustrate the different ways in which the practicum

process unforded. Each vignette includes a description of the
participant, his or her circumstances at the tine of the

intervention, the process leading to goal setting and the

strategies employed to reach those goals. changes observed

over the course of the intervention and their interpretation
accompany each vignette. Network maps, from the beginning and

end of the intervention are inctuded in the text. The next

two sections of the chapter are devoted to an analysis of the

data of the social Rerationships scale and the rndex of serf-
Esteem. The clinical or practical significance of the

intervention is explored through an analysis of the results of
the service checklist. Finalry, the decision not to enproy a

file audit in the evaluation of intervention results is
examined.
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3.1 The participants

There were in total eight, practicun participants, four of then

men and four r¡omen. The average age of part,icipants was 34

years old at the beginning of the practicum work with a range

in açtes of 29 to 4L years. Two of the participants erere

diagnosed with bipolar affective disorder or manic depression,

tv¡o with schizophrenia, two with an anxiety disorder, one with

depression and one of the participants had no diagnosis

recorded. Two of the participants lived aLone, one in a group

living situation, one with parents, one with a sibling and the

siblingts spouse and children. Three participants erere in
marit,al relationships, two lived with â =pou=e on1y, and one

\
with a spouse and two children.
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Table 1 Practicum Participants

Part,icipant Gender Age Living

Situation

Diagnosis

1 DÍ 40 Alone Schizophrenia

2 F 30 Àlone llanic

Depression

3 F 4L Parents Anxiety

Disorder

4 F 40 Spouse/Children Anxiety

Disorder

5 F 30 Spouse Depression

6 M 32 Spouse Manic

Depression

7 M 29 Group No Diagnosis

8 M 40 sibling/FaniLy Schizophrenia
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3.2 Vignettes

3 .2. L Marie

Marie was thirty-two years old at the tine of the practicum.

She lived in a central neighbourhood in an apartment that she

shared with her husband. Her diagnosis vtas chronic

depression. She had an undergraduate degree from a locaL

universÍty. Àt the time of the practicum she was v¡orking in
a family-owned business and part-time as an activity worker.

Marie, like others in the group of practicum participants, had

good social skills but reservations about getting close to

other people. Her concerns, to a lesser extent, vtere mirrored

by other participants who feared being taken advantage of by

those close to then. Her heavy reliance on a few ties and her

confusion about the rules of friendship were issues relevant

to the practicum intervention.

Analysis of ltariers social network showed a sna1l,

professionally-do¡ninated network that she perceived as

moderately helpful. Marie listed her husband, her

psychiatrist and her emplolanent coordinator as the nembers of

her network. Her psychiatrist and husband were both nodal

figures in her network. She rated the helpfulness of her

network (average across topic areas) as noderately helpful
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(he1ps things a bit). She reported that less than half of her

díscussions were reciprocal.

T{hen drawing her network Bap, she placed her husband,

employment coordinator and psychiatrist near the cent,re of the

map. Outsíde the farthest circl-e, in the fanily sector, she

placed her rnother and sister. Àt the farthest circle of the

work sector she listed work associates, undifferentiated by

name. She placed a friend of her husbandrs, a woman that she

had telephone contact with and the members of a church group

(undifferentiated by name) at the outer boundary of the

friends sector of the map. Marie seemed upset during and

folIowÍng the adrninistration of the Social Relationships Scale

with the small size of her network and expressed feelings of

isolation when urapping her network. Her feelings of sadness

and loneliness !¡ere validated and the potential for change in

her network was discussed.
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Figrure 2 Pre-fntervention Network Map: Marie
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some of the effêcts of Marie's experience of mental health

problerns on her social network energed during our early

discussions. she reported losing touch with friends as a

result of hospitaJ.ization and a fear of rejection if others

knevr of her nental health proble¡û. She also cited feeling
that others could not understand her experlences and ]iving a

different sort of life than her peers (ie. not having

children, periods of unenploynent) as reasons for her

isolation.

Marie chose to work on establishing sorne couple friends and we

explored the difficulties with setting a goal the Êuccess of

which r{as contingent upon her husbandrs behaviour. we

dj-scussed using the creation of couple frj.ends as a longer-

term goal and looking at smaller steps tolrards this goa1.

Marie set the foLlowing goals:

1. Inproving conversational skilJ.s;

2. Gaining a better understanding of the expectations of

friends;
3. Increasing opportunities for rneeting people.

Às we began to exa¡níne what areas Marie felt she needed to

improve in her conversational skills, she began to express

apprehensions. Three barriers to increasing sociaJ. support

emerged. First, Marie expressed difficulty trusting people

and feeling safe in their conpany. Às a child Marie had been
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sexuaLly abused by her father and as a young woman she was

-. sexually abused by her psychiatrist. She attributed much of

her mistrust of people to this latter violation of trust. She

talked about. feeling panicky around people and needing to
limit the time that she spent with them as a result of this
experience. Another irnpedirnent to increasing her network lay

in her relationship with her husband. Neither participated in
social activities independently. To begin to socÍaLíze on her

own would mean a re-negot,iation of her prinary affiliation and

Marie seemed reluctant to jeopardize the stability of this
important relat,ionship. The third barrier was Mariers

percept,ion of how to make friends and the steps involved frour

acquaintanceship to close friendship. Marie fett unworthy as

a friend and felt that friendships happened only to people who

were more physically attractive, intelligent and affluent than

she.

fn overcoming the barriers to increasing social support, the

intervention relied heavily upon an educative approach. The

strategry of the intervention vJas to give Marie a sense of

control in inter-personal- relationships through mastery of

boundary rnaintenance skills. Marie needed to learn the skiIls
of keeping a safe distance before she could begin to pursue

relationships with others. Marie also needed to learn the

steps in forming a relationship, where increasing degrees of

intiuracy are reached by mutual consent.
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Dialogue allowed Marie an opportunity to vent her anxiety

about interacting with others while learning how she could set

rules for her relationships. Discussions included

characteristics and behaviours that are rr¡arnings that a person

may not be suitable as a friend, cautions and danger signs in

a relationship, when to say no in a relationship, how to say

no assertively, steps in forming relationships, expectations

that friends have of each other and timing the disclosure of

sensitive personal information.

Further discussion centred on how to increase social ties. ft
lras an important revelation to Marie that she could take an

active role in making friends and that she had attributes that

would nake her desirable as a friend. There was }itt1e
motivation for her to learn or use the skills of naking

conversation when she fe1t, that this $¡as not actually how

people made friends.

fn the tenth and final session, Marie set a goal for herself

of spending more tine with people. This seemed refl-ective of

her improved understanding of the process of increasing

network size and her greater sense of safety with people. It

also appeared to demonstrate Maríers confort with her own need

for tirne in the forrnation of relationships.
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The post-intervention and follow-up adrninistrations of the

Social Relationships Sca1e showed ¡nixed results. At both of

these adrninistrations Marie added her nother to her network.

The original three network memt''ers, her husband, employment

coordinator and psychiatrist, were also included. The three

modal figures in Mariefs network, two professionals and her

husband $¡ere unchanged at post-intervention. At folIow-up her

modal figures were her husband and her psychiatrist. The

perceived helpfulness of her netl¡ork rose sJ-ightly at post,-

intervention from the original adninistration and then fell to
slightly below the originally reported level at follow-up.

The reciprocity of discussions remained constant fro¡n pre- to
post-intervention and then rose dramatically at the follow-up

adninistration. fn sunmary, the changes included the addition

of one netr+ork member, the loss of one modal figure and a

marked increase in reciprocity with the helpfulness of the

network remaining relatively stable.

Network maps s¡ere drawn both pre- and post-intervention.

There was no change in the number of network members on the

maps, however network members in the professional, friends and

work sectors were placed at a greater distance on the second

nap than on the first.
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Figure 3 Post-Intervention Network Map: Marie
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Mariers reliance on professional helpers and the dominance of
this type of support in her network may have inpacted on her

perception of the constituents of support and of

relationships. Mariets feelings of powerlessness in
relationships which she attributed to her experience with her

psychiatrist may have been perpetuated by her continued

reliance on relationships with professionals. The dominance

of paid helpers in her network may have also contributed t,o

feelings of unworthiness as a friend since close relationships

$¡ere occurred as part of the significant otherts professional

duties and e¡ere predicated on Mariers need for help. The

professional helper provides a confidante type of relationship
but does not provide social opportunitíes which may serve t,o

take the focus off of problems. This too may have underscored

her feelings of undesirability. Mariers involvement with

professionals may also have contributed to her confusion about

what to appropriately disclose in a social relationship.
Mariets exposure to the therapeutic relationship seemed to
have left her unsure about what night be expecÈed in a

friendship and about her right t,o privacy and control in
relationships.
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3.2.2 Walt

WaIt was thirty years old at the tiure of his participation in

the practicum. He lived in a suburban neighbourhood with his

sister, his sisterrs husband and their young children.

Diagnosed with schizophrenia, I{alt v¡as unemployed at the tirne

of the intervention.

Analysis of l{altrs network revealed a moderately sized

network, comprised predorninantly of farnily members and

professionals. Walt perceived that his network ltas fairly

helpful and reciprocal. When drawing the network DâP, f{alt

included in the closest circle of the friends sector three

people with whom he had not had contact for several years. He

also included two friends with whom he wanted to sever his

ties.

I{alt was unhappy with what he perceived as his high level of

dependence on his farnily and chose to s¡ork on increasing the

leveÌ of support from friendship ties. He voiced concern

about handling social situat,ions but set a goal of increasing

the number of social acquaintances that he had. As we began

to discuss the steps towards achieving his goal, Walt s¡as

apprehensive about doing more than t,alking about his

situation. With reassurance he was able to include some

action steps in his Plan.
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Fi.crure 4 Pre-fntervention Network !fap: Walt
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The practicum intervention began r+ith a discussion of the

attributes that walt valued in a friend. Through discussions

and role plays we examined interpreting and sending social
cues of approachability and the skills of starting, continuing
and ending a conversation. During these discussions, Walt

raised concern about, the impression that he made on others.

walt v¡as vrorried that he appeared intinidat,ing to those around

him. I{e discussed the aspects of presentation that, made an

impression on others: grooning, clothing, voice tone,

movements and gestures. waltrs fears seemed to arise from his
isolation. He did not interact with the peopLe around hin and

thus did not get feedback from them about himself.

The second part of the intervention focused on assisting WaIt

to examine his current opportunit,ies to meet people and to
explore new opportunities. l{altts personal criteria for
outings were listed, including factors such as interest,
proxirnity and expense. $fe considered the advantages and

disadvantages of both existing and potential opportunities.
We also discussed how t,o plan an outing, what information

would be required and ways of obtaining it.

Walt chose and planned an outing to a local festival. I{e met

as arranged and over the course of the evening, reviewed

topics that we had discussed during sessions as we observed

other people at the festival and how they interacted with one
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another. I{alt noted a number of people attending the event

alone and said that he felt that he would be comfortable with

doing the same in the future. I{aIt initiated conversations

with several of the festival volunteers. He spoke to people

older than hirnself which for hin was less threatening than

speaking to age-nates. It did, however, provide hin with a

chance t.o practice and gain confidence. The outing served as

a chance to observe and to practice skil1s as weII as to

reinforce the positive aspecÈs of participating in conmunity

activitÍes.

Walt began a work experience just prior to the final session.

He reported that the other workers irere distant but that he

initiated conversations with several of his co-workers and

that his overtures r¡tere we1l-received. The intervention was

tinely, in that the work experience provided WaIt with a

chance to use the skills that he had rehearsed. PosiÈive

reinforcement in real- Iife situations seemed an important

factor for practicun participants. Early successes motivated

participants Iike t{alt to continue to approach social

situations in new ways.

According to l{alt the interventÍon had helped hi¡n t,o realize
that people night want to meet him and night enjoy his

company. He said that he found the skills of starting
conversations useful. He noted his increased awareness of
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opportunities for socíalizing in the community but commented

that he had not yet increased the number of his social

acquaintances. He was hopeful that this v¡ould come in ti¡ne.

At the follow-up appointrnent, WaIt spoke of being more

comfortable and motivated to meet people. He described

hinself as being more outgoing in a variety of social
situations but said that lack of money due to his continued

unemployment decreased his social opportunities. I{alt said

that he was looking forward to working as it would give hin a

chance to meet people at work and also provide him with the

financial resources required to engage in social activities.
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Figure 5 Post-Intervention Network Map: I{alt

NETWORKMAP
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At follow-up, Waltrs network was smaller by three members due

to the exclusion of three friends with whom he had no recent

contact. Walt perceived his network as somewhat more helpful

and the level of reciprocity remained relatively stable.

Although the Social Relationships Scale data and the network

map sho!¡ed a decrease in nembers in the friends sector, those

individuals excluded in the second administrations htere people

with whom I{aIt had no recent contact. I{alt' through the

course of the intervention, seemed to see friendships

achievabte in the present rather than as sonething from

past.

AS

the
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3.2.3 Angela

At the tirne of her participation in the practicum, Angela, a

ttoman in her early forties, Iived with her elderly parents in
suburban Winnipeg. She hras diagnosed as having an anxiety

disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder and depression. She

lras on medication and used behaviour nodification techniques

to control her slmptoms. She had done volunteer work on a

part-tirne basis for the year previous but had not held paid

emplolment since the ¡nid-eighties. She became involved in a

work experience at a nursing hone through the enplolment

program. Angela hras involved in two friendship groups and

frequently attended social outings with these groups of single

people.

Analysis revealed a social network dominated by kin and

professionals with a paucity of t,ies to friends. Àngela

listed her parents and her nephew, her work supervisor and

three professionals as members of her network on the Social

Retationships Scale. Angelars modal figures erere her parents

and two professionals. Angela reported that she found her

network fairly helpful wíth a moderate level of reciprocity.
In the closest regions of the network Eâp, Àngela included

only farnily members and professionals. Ties to co-workers and

social contacts were distant ones.
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Ficrure 6 Pre-Intervention Network Map: Angela

NETWORKMAP
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In assessing Àngelars barriers to inproving social support

there seemed to be both attitudinal and skil1 factors present.

Angela expressed anxiety about the level of risk involved in
pursuing social contacts. On further exploratíon, the

perception of risk resulted from a lack of understanding of

the steps involved in making friends. In thinking about

increasing her social ties, Angela contemplated taking large

steps with people and then was unable to do so because of the

peril involved. Angela also expressed some concern about

being rejected by people if they knew that she had a mental

health problern. Part of her withdrawal in social situat,ions

was a result of wanting to conceal this fact from the people

around her. Angela, in social situations, appeared withdrawn

and somewhat unfriendly. She said that she saw herself as a

naturally unfriendly person. The attitudinal barrier stemmed

from fear of rejection and a lack of information.

The strategy of the intervention u¡as t,o assist Angela in
f Índing ways of urinirnizing the risk that she felt in
approaching people and in irnproving her use of friendly
behaviours in social settings.

Angela expressed apprehension about setting a goal for the

practicum work. Her initial suggestion for a goal was that.

she invite a woman she knew from a friendship group to
accompany her on a trip. In exploring this possible goa},
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Angela suggested that it. was too large a step to take and

involved too great a risk. During the analysis of her

network, Ange1a commented on the scarcity of friends in her

network. Although she had opportunity to meet people through

her involvement in the social groups and in her work

experience, she was aloof and remained on the periphery of
these groups. Angela seemed to have a li¡nited underst,anding

of social interactions and the skills that were involved in
getting to know people. Angela v¡as abl-e to generate a list of
behaviours that would convey to other people her interest in
them. Àngela said that she was not able to consistently use

these behaviours in social situations and so lre used this as

the goal for our work. Angelars goal Íras to improve

performance of the behaviours involved in being friendly:
smiling, talking to people, Iistening to people, having a

relaxed posture and naking eye contact.

The educative component of the intervention included hetping

Angela to understand the progression of a relationship from

acquaintanceship through to close friendship and the

importance of being friendly to acquaintances in order to
increase the pool of individuals from which closer friends
night be developed. The skill development cornponent of the

intervention involved the writer nodelling the use of the

skilÌs, followed by role plays during sessions in which Angela

used the skills in si¡nulated social situations. Angela,
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accompanied by the writer, practised the skills in natural

settings in the community. fn vivo practice as part of the

intervention provided Angela with support, to practice these

behaviours. once she was abl-e to irnprove her perf ormance of

the t,argeted behaviours and convey an attitude of friendliness

during practice sessions, Ànge1a was encouraged to use these

behaviours in the social settings to which she was exposed as

part of her everyday life, predominantly at work and during

meetings wÍth one of the friendship groups. In later sessions

Angela reported being more involved in the social aspects of

work and described a greater level of enjoynent and

participation in her fri.endship group outings.

During the ninth session, ÀngeIa described an upsetting

incident with a fanily member which had occurred on the

weekend. She spoke with a stoman from her friendship group

about the incident and felt better about it. I{hile we had

previously discussed the value of social support in problem-

solving and the importance of feeling part of a group that

experiences similar problerns and concerns, this was the first
tine that, Angela had used this way of coping with a fanily
dispute.
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Figrure 7 Post-fntervention Network !fap: Angela
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In discussing the effects of the intervention at our final
session, Angela stated that she was somewhat more comfortable

and involved in the friendship group to which she belongs,

though not yet as comfortabre as she would like to be. Angela

said that as a result of the interventíon she had become more

conscious of friendly behaviours and that when she was feeling
comfortable she was abre to use them. she said that when her

anxiety level was high in sociat situations her ability to
concentrate and to use the skilLs dininished.

The overall size and the closeness of ties in Angelars network

remained relatively stable. There seemed to be a slight shift
from family ties with the exclusion of a relative fro¡n the

close network and the inclusion of a frÍend. OId fanily
friends erere excluded from the network and included were two

new acquaíntances. Àt follow-up, Àngela included two work-

mates and a friend as modal figures. Although Angelafs

network continued t,o have a large professional involvement,

this indicated Less reLiance on the formal system for support.

At follor^¡-up she reported a rise in reciprocity. There s¡as a

decline in the average helpfulness of discussions with network

members from pre-test to follow-up. This suggested that
AngeIa found infornal support less helpful than fonnal

support. An interesting finding, it nay represent a

transitional phase while Angelars expectations adjust to new

types of rel-ationships. Professional and kin relationships
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provide different types of support, and their helpfulness may

be experienced as different than the support provided by

friendship ties. The newness of the experience of friendship

for Angela may have effected her assessment of the helpfulness

of her network.

The three vignettes illustrate the differences and the

conmonalities of participants experiences with their social
networks. AIl were able to gain a greater sense of efficacy
in their networks and all experienced changes in their
networks over the course of the practicum intervent,ion.

3.3 Ànalysis of SociaÌ Relationships Scale Data

The Social Relationships Sca1e, used as a pre- and post-

intervention measure and also at follow-up, was accept,able to
participants. ft occasionally evoked negative feelings when

participants expressed discomfort with the size of their
network. It also created discomfort for participants when

they had included the writer or enployment program colleagues

in their network and were asked to rate the helpfulness of

discussions with these individuals. I{hen this occurred,

participants v¡ere offered the option of not rating the

helpfulness of these discussions. When participants chose not

to rate the helpfulness of these discussions, this score was
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not included in the average for the category or in the average

rating across topic areas.

The mean network size of practicum participant,s lras 7.9

members with a range of from 3 to L2 members report,ed. The

mean number of modal figrures, network menbers with whom the
participant discussed at least three content areas, nas 3.9

with a range of 2 Eo 5 modal figures reported. The mean

average helpfulness, a score derived by averaging ratings of
helpfurness of discussions with network members, vras +1.43 (on

a scale from -3 to +3). The mean level of reciprocity, Èhe

extent to which participants provided support to those v¡ho

supported them, !¡as 65.58, expressed as a percentage of the

total number of discussions.
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Tab1e 2
Social Relationships Scale Pre-Test Àd¡ninistration

Participant Network

Members

ModaI

Figures

Average

Helpfulness

Reciprocity

1 I 5 +1.06 s9z

2 10 4 +o.85 572

3 7 4 +L.77 6Lz

4 6 5 +L.73 902

5 3 2 +1. 03 402

6 I 4 +2.08 882

7 L2 4 +1.84 542

I 9 3 +1. 06 752
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McFarlane et aI. (1981) established norms for the instrument

using a sample of 518 general population subjects. A

comparison of the practicun group to the general population

yielded differences that tlere foreseen by the literature on

the social networks of people with mental health problems.

The mean size of McFarlaners subjectsr networks is 8.69

members. On average, practicum participants reported a

network smaller by roughly 1 me¡nber than the general

population. The average number of nodal figures for the

McFarlane group was 2.59, compared to 3.9 for practicum

participants. The practicum group had more modal figrures in
a smaller overall network, indicating greater mult,iplexity of

ties than among the general population. Mean average

helpfulness across content areas for the general population

group is reported at +1.86, somewhat higher than for the

practicurn group indicating that practicum participants find
their networks less helpful than do members of the general

population. McFarlane report,s that on average his subjects

had 1.14 professionals in their networks in contrast to the
7

2.63 professionals that the practicurn group listed. This rnay

to some degree account for the difference in the levels of

reciprocity for the two groups: practicurn participants

reported a mean level of reciprocity of 65.5t compared to

86.62 for the general population group.
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As a group, then, the practicum participants tended to have

networks that had fewer members, included more nurtiplex
relationships, contained more professionals, and r¡ere

perceived as less helpful and less reciprocal than the nor¡ns

established for the sociar Relationships scaIe. Although

these findings mirror those reported in the literature that
indj-cat,e deficits in the sociat support of people with mental

health problems, the resurts must be interpreted cautiously.
The practicum group r{as not randomry selected but chose t,o

participate in an intervention that, vras designed to improve

the level of support that they received. The recruitment
process may have resulted in a sample that r{as biased as

participation wourd appear more strongry Èo individuars that
!/ere unsat,isfied wÍth the lever of support that they were

receiving. The findings do suggest,, hor+ever, that there are

individuals currently receiving services in the nental health

system who could benefit fron a social netrvork intervention.



Table 3

Partlclpant

sociar Relationships scale conparÍson of pre-Test
and post-Test Adninistrat,ion

Netq¡ork Members

I
3

P¡e-
Test

4

5

8

Post-
Tesl

I

7

Average

Modal Flgures

6

9

3

Pre-
Test

6

9

4

6.6

5

Post-
Test

4

4

Arærage Helpfulness

6

5

5.8

6

2

Pre-
Test

4

3

4

+1.fr6

3.8

3

+1.77

Poat-
Test

4

+1.73

4.2

+.76

Reclproclty

+1.(B

Pre-
Test

+39

+1.06

+1.71

+1.33

59%

+1.20

Post-
Tesl

6t%

+1.94

90%

+1.20

76%

Æ%

77%

75%

g8%

65%

43%

56%

æ%

\¡
('l
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social Rerationships scare post-test data v¡as avairable for
five of the original eight participants. one participant
withdrew and two were unable t,o complete the practicum due to
health problems.

The mean network size of participants at the end of the

intervention was 5.8 with a range in size of 4 to g members.

For this same group of participants, those who conpreted the

intervention, the mean network size at the beginning of the

inÈervention v¡as 6.6 with a range of from 3 to g members.

There was a decrease frorn pre-test to post-test in the average

network size by .8 members. lwo of the practicum part,icipants
reported a net increase in their network size by one member.

The three other participants reported a net decrease in the

size of their networks of one, two and three members.

The mean number of modar figures at post-test was 4.2 with a

range of from 3 to 6 individuals. At pre-test, participants
reported a mean number of nodal figures of 3.8 with a range of

from 2 to 5 índividuars. The average number of nodal figures
in the networks of participants increased by .4. Four of the

five participants for which data is available reported changes

in the number of modar figures over the course of the

intervention. Three reported the addition of one modar figure
to their network and one reported the ross of one ¡nodal

figure.
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The mean average helpfulness across content areas reported at
post-test was +L.z with a range of +.39 to +r.g4. At pre_test
this same group had a mean average helpfulness of +1.4s with
a range of from +1.03 to +L.77. There was a slight decrease
in the perceived average helpfurness of discussions with
network menbers from pre-test to post-test adrninistration of
the social Rerationships scale. This result was in parÈ due
to a large decrease in herpfulness report,ed by one of the
participants.

The mean lever of reciprocity was 69 g with a range of 43å to
88å at, the end of the intervent,ion. At the beginning of the
intervention the mean revel of reciprocity hras 6sz with a

range of from 4oz to 9oz. The average lever of reciprocity
remaíned almost unchanged from pre-test to post-test.
Reciprocity levers of tr.¡o of the participants were stabre,
while larger changes were reported by three other
participants. Two participants reported an increased rever of
reciprocity (L7z and 16?) and one reported a decrease (19s).

None of the changes from pre-test to post-test reached a rever
of st,atístical significance, due to the nagnitude of the
changes and the smarl sarnple size. The average level of
reciprocity, helpfulness of the network and number of rnodal

figures remained relatively constant, though the average masks

larger changes for individual partícipants. The change in the
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average netvJork size, a decrease of nearly one member, was not

in the direction expected. ft is a finding that is difficult
to analyze because the changes are net changes and include the
addition as welr as the deletion of network members. The

slight increase in the average number of modal figures in
participantsr networks when coupled with the finding of a

decrease in overall network size suggests a denser network

configuration, in which the focal individual relies more

intensel-y on fewer network ties. -''01.il':î*,ïiat;r.... 
;

The findings indicate that changes did occur over time in the

social networks of the participants. Reported changes may be

in part, attributable to an altered perception of networks and

support by the participants following the educative component

of the interven Lro{ It was not anticipated that measurable

changes in network indicators would occur over the course of
the intervention. Given the skirr buirding approach employed

in the pract,icum intervention, the resuLts of which were

expected to be measurable onry over the ronger tern, changes
r-L\ j-,-]- *;' ¡q,!-Jo*t^f u.acj (i-..,,.{n.. .tin network indicatorè áùê tore J.ikely attributable to a change

in participant perception than to networking activity.

At the follow-up ad¡ninistration of the Social Relationships
scale, three months after Èhe end of the intervention,
participants reported a mean network size of g.2 members with
a range of frorn 3 to 18 individuals. The mean number of modal
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figures was 4.o $rith a range of from 2to 6. Themean average

helpfulness across cont,ent areas was +L.zs with a range of
from +.64 Eo +2.4s. The average lever of reciprocity reported
at forÌow-up was 79.62 with a range of from 62å to 1oog.

on the following pages are tables comparing the dat,a and the
mean scores obtained from the pre-test, post-test and follow
up adninistrations of the sociar Relationships scare.



Table 4
Social Relatlonships

Post-Test and

I

3

Prc-
Tc¡t

I

Po¡t
Tcrt

5

E

8

7

Scale CompariÉron of Pre-Test,

6

I

Follr
Up

Follow Up Administration

6

3

1

9

l8

Ptt.
Tc¡t

(¡'Ì"'-l'

I

t0

6

Po¡t
Tert

t

t

I

I

Fdla
Up

6

6

t
a

2

I

3

6

P¡o-Tc¡t

I

6

+L06

I

3

Po*.
Tc¡¡

+Lll

2

+Ltt

t

+.76

Follor
Up

+1.0t

+39

+l.116

+t.7t

+.6,1

Pro-
Tc¡t

+l¿0

+.67

+1.9{

+106

s9?',

Po¡t
Tcr¡

+.1'

6t%

+¿15

9t?É

769É,

Follos'
Up

779f;

1tft

889ú

7S%

85%

tt%

7S%

J6%

Ito%

62%

TlVo
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Table 5 social Relationships scale comparison of Means

Pre-

Test

Post-

Test

Pre- to

Post-Test

t-Statistic

Follow

Up

Pre-Test to Follow

Up

t-Statistic

Mean Number of

Network Members

6.6 5.8 1.000

not

significant

8.2 0.ffi7

not

significant

Mean Number of

Modal Figures

3.8 4.2 -1.000

not

significant

4.O 4.302

not

significant

Mean Average

Helpfulness

+7.45 +1.20 0.854

not

significant

+L.?5 0.600

not

signiflcant

Mean l-evel of

Reciprociry

65.lVo 68.0Vo {.310

not

significant

78.6Vo -2.57s

not

significant

Mean Number of

Professionals in

Nenpork

2.2 2.0 0.302

not

significant

1.8 0.784

not

significant

t05(4)=a¡-2.776
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fn comparing the results of the three adninistrations of the
sociaÌ Relationships scale, there appeared to be an increase
in the mean number of network members from 6.6 at first
adninistration to 8.2 at the follow-up adninistration. This
s¡as an average increase of 1.6 network menbers. Two

participants reported a decrease in network size by three
members each. Three participants reported an increase in the
number of mernbers in their networks. one participant reported
an increase of one menber, one reported an increase of three
members and one participant report,ed an increase of ten
netr+ork members. The dramatic rise in network menbership

reported by one of the participants skewed the results of the
analysis and thus the increase in the mean number of neÈwork

members may not accurately represent the experience of the
participants. closer inspection of the data, therefore,
t,ernpers optirnisrn in interpreting this result, as suggestive of
the efficacy of the intervention in assisting participants to
increase the size of their networks.

The mean number of professionals in the networks of
participants shows a decrease from 2.2 at first ad¡ninistration
to 1.8 at follow-up adrninistration. Three participants
reported the same number of forrnal ties in their networks at
follow-up as they did at the pre-test. The remaining two

participants reported a decreased Lever of professional
invorvement. Àlthough not at a statisticarly significant
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level, this finding indicates that any increase in network

members was not attributable to the addition of professionals
to the network and thaÈ participants vrere able to increase the
number of informal ties in their networks.

The mean number of modar figures in the network renained

reratively stabre across data colrection points with a sright
change frorn 3.8 at pre-test to 4.o at forlow-up
administration. Again, though not statistically significant,
this finding implies that the increase in network size did not
correspond to an increase in the nu¡nber of modar figures which

suggests that new ties est.ablished tended to be looser rather
than closer ties.

The mean average helpfulness score decrined srightly frour pre-
test to follow-up, though not significantly. This suggest,s

that although participants may have increased the size of
their networks, they did not find their networks more herpful.

The mean revel of reciprocity of discussions reported by

participants increased from 65.0å at first adninistration t,o

78.62 at follow-up adrninistration. Four of the participants
for which fuIl data sets $tere obtained reporÈed an increase in
the level of reciprocity of discussions with network members.

The remaining participant noted a decrease of 4z at folrow-up
from the pre-test IeveI. This enhanced reciprocity, though
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not of statistical significance, may be in part attributabl_e
to an overall decline in the number of professionaLs in
participantsf networks relative to totar network size. rt rnay

also suggest a change in participantsr perception of their own

ability to provide support t,o network nembers and may indj-cat,e
a change in their orientation towards their networks.

I{hile none of the changes reached statistical significance,
the data suggests that changes in part,icipantrs networks
occurred over the tirne period from pr"-t.*i'i;" räirow-up.
Participants tended to experience their netv¡orks as more

reciprocar following the inÈervention. That is, they saw

themserves as not only the recipients of support, but able to
provide support to the nembers of their networks.
Professionar involvement in the networks of participants
declined slightly whire the revel of helpfulness and the
number of nodal figures remained relatively stable. The

presence of an oytlier made the data difficult to interpret
with regards to changes in the overarr network size.

At three months forrowing the end of the intervention the
networks of practicum participants continued to differ from
Èhe networks of the generar population in severar important
$¡ays. I{hen compared to the norms established for the Social
Rerationships scale, the networks of participants !¡ere
srnarler, the number of rnodal f igures and the levels of
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helpfulness was lower as was the
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greater, the mean average

reciprocity leveI.

3.4. Analysis of Data from Index of Self-Esteem

The rndex of serf-Esteem was compreted by participants at the

beginning of each practicum session and once during the tirne

elapsed between sessions, yielding approxirnately 20 data

points per participant. Adninistration of the rndex of self-
Esteem was acceptable to participants. They reported finding
it interesting to chart changes in their self-image and

generally found that it accurately represented ftuctuations in
their noods. The writer found charting and discussing the

results of the rndex of serf-Esteem a helpfur sÈarting point

wi.th participants. It, facilitat.ed discussion of the

participant's feelings that day and over the course of the

previous week. Àdrninistration occasionally provoked feelings
of anxiety in participants by asking thern to consider

sensitive areas of their ideas about themserves. This

generally subsided with repeated adninistration.

Below are reproductions of the graphs of the fndex of Self-
Esteem scores for the participants for whom comprete data sets

were avairable. Higher scores on the rndex of self-Esteem

indicate rower revels of self-esteem. To rnake reading of the

graphs easier, the scale has been inverted.
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Figure 8 Index of Self-Bteem Graph: parricipant 1
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Figure 10 Index of setf-Esteem Graph: participant 4
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The graphs nade by charting the rndex of self-Esteem resurt,s
$tere difficurt to interpret by visual inspection due a rack of
stability in the baselines. Though a minimum of fi.ve dat,a
points was collected for the baserines, bi¡nodal or irregular
patterns appeared in four of the graphs. The fifth graph
showed baseline data increasing in the desired trend which
Bloom and Fischer (LgBz) caution could be an effect of
response bias or repeated adninistration. Due to these
patterns, the resurts of the rndex of self-Esteem courd not be
interpret,ed with a sufficient degree of confidence.



Table 6 Index of Self-Esteen Conparison of Mean Scores

Participant Mean Score

Baseline Phase

Mean Score

Intervention Phase

1 47 .A 37.7

3 80.4 58.7

41.8 23.9

5 67 .6 80.4

8 26.6 33.8

NOTE: Higher scores on the Index of SeLf-Esteen indicate lower

levels of self-esteen.
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In comparing the average of the scores for points during the

baseline to the average of the scores for points during the

intervention phase it would appear that for one of the

participants the level of self-esteem declined, for one

participant it was relatively stable and for three
participants levels of self-esteem rose.

ParticipanL I said during the intervention that he found it
difficult to be honest in his conpletion of the instrument, and

that he had increased the lever of hís responses because of
this. Rather than accurat,ely reporting his feelings on the

rndex of serf-Esteem, the participant $ras responding to v¡hat

he perceived as an expectation that his scores improve. This

particípantrs reactivity to the demand characteristics of the

practicurn settingr were not reported by other participants but

may have been an issue for them.

The clinical cutting point for this measure is set at 30 (+ or

-5). According to the creator of the fndex of Self-Esteem,

individuals who score above 30 on this measure are rikely to
be experiencing difficulties with self-esteem. The scores

during the baseline phase indicate that all but one of the
participants are experiencing difficurties with serf inage.

The scores during the intervention phase suggest that three of
the particÍpants had hearthy levers of serf-esteem. For two

of the participants, levers of seLf-esteem r,rere elevated to a
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non-clinical level during the intervention phase of the
practicurn. An examination of the changes in the social
networks of these two participants did not yield a

corresponding increase of network activity that could account

for these changes. The changes in sel-f-esteem courd not be

correlated with changes in the networks of participants and

could be a result of intervening factors.

Due to the difficulty establishing a stabre baseline for the

measure and because of response bias reported by one of the

participants, the results of the rndex of self-Esteem are not

reliable enough to be used to interpret the results of the

intervention.
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3.5. Clinical Significance

À service checkrist was adrninistered at post-test and follow-
up t,o assess the clinical or practical significance of the

intervention. Participants lrere given a list of the areas

that they had target,ed for work during the intervention and

asked to rate the reve] of improvement in this area on a five
point, scale that ranged from much worse to much improved.

(The Service Checklist appears in Appendix B. )

In assessing the level of clinical significance of the

intervention using the service checktist, all but one of the

participants noted an improvernent on one or more of the

targets for work. Àt folIor¡-up alr of the participants were

abre to note an improvement in at reast, one of the problem

areas. The average mean level of improvement increased

srightly at forrow-up fron the post-test measure, indicating
that the improvements that participants observed as a resul-t

of the intervention were stable after three months. This data

indicates that participants found the practicun intervention
helpfur in achieving their goars. Tabres 7 and I summarize

the results of the adninistration of the service checklist,.
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Service Checklist Results

Follow-Up

2-same
f -improved

1-same
4-improved

1-same
3-improved

l-much improved

3-improved
l-much improved

3-improved
l-much improved

1-same
3-improved

1-same
2-improved

1-same
1-improved

l-much improved

Table 8 Service Checklist Mean l-evel of Improvement

Follow-Up

Average Mean l-evel
of Improvement
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3.6. File Audit

Às it was expected that an increase in informal social support

as a result of the intervention t¡ould affect the revel of
social support required from professional sources, a file
audit to ascertain whether participants required less time

from the ernploynent service staff in the months folrowing the

intervention Lras proposed. This was expected to yield results
that would indicate the utility of including the intervention
in the program in terms of effect,ive use of program resources.

This audit r¡as not performed as intervening factors for
severar of the participants, leave of absence, program exit
and change ín enplolanent sítuat,ion, !¡ere expected to skew the

results.

3.7 Summary

As can be seen by the various lrays in which data was collected
to explore the results of the practicum intervention, the

effect on each of the participants was unique. The vignettes
provided examples of how the practicun intervention unfolded

with three of the participants.

Às a result of the srnall sanple size and the rnagnitude of the

changes experienced by the parÈicipants, none of the findings
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reached a leve1 of statistical significance. Although

discrirninant validity between clinical and non-c1inical groups

vras establíshed for the Social Relationships Scale, no

information !¡as available regarding its sensitivity to

clinical change. The scale may not have been sufficientty

sensitive to discern changes experienced by participants as a

result of the intervention. A second feature of the

measurement strategy that may have limited the ability to

detect changes was the brevity of the follow up period. A

follow up period of one year nay have yielded changes that
reached stat,istical significance. The small sample size and

the likelihood of unavailability of participants made a longer

t,erm follow up iurpractical. Due to dif f iculties with

achieving a stable baseline and the effect of response bias

reported by one of the participants, results from the fndex of

Self-Esteem were not helpful in the evaluation process. The

results of the adrninístration of the scale could not be used

to explore the possibiliÈy of a link between changes in self-

esteem and changes in network features. The proposed file

audit was not perfonned due to intervening factors which were

expected to make accurate interpretation of the data unlikety.
This li¡nits the ability to predict whether the work of the

practicum would reduce reliance by participants on the support

from emploln'oent service staf f .
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The strongest finding was the increased level of reciprocity
of relationships between participants and their network

members. This change was experienced by four of the five
participants for which a full data set was obtained. the

remaining participant reported a slight decrease (42) in the

reciprocity level. This enhanced reciprocity, although not of

st,at.istical significancer Dây be in part attributable to a

change ín participantsr perception of their o$rn ability to
provide support, to network members and may indicate a change

in their orientation towards their networks.

In assessing the level of clinical or practical significance,
participants responded favourably to the intervention,
generally expressing the opinion that changes in the areas

that they t,argeted for work had occurred in the desired

direction at the post intervention point and continued to be

improved at three months following the end of their practicum

involvement.
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CHAPTER 4

TSSUES AND TMPLTCATIONS

The application of the practicum intervention and, the analysis
of the findings suggested four najor issues. FÍrst the
experience of the practicum suggests that the inclusion of
netrvork building interventions in mental health prograrnrning

would be both helpful and meaningfuJ. to progran part,icipant,s.
second, some of the tools used in the intervention may be

helpful in social work practice in the field. Third, a sub-
group of practicum participants who identified the¡nselves as
survivors of abuse differed from other participants in the
networking issues that they raised. Finarly, the context
which contributes to the need for social support, interventions
wi.th people with mental health problems is an issue which
cannot be addressed solery on an individual revel but has
wider irnplications for practice. rn the forlowing chapter,
these issues are discussed and their inprications for further
study and for practice in the mentar health fierd are
highlighted.

Às a group, practicum participants
that had fewer members, included more

contained more professionals, and

helpful and less reciprocal than

Although this f inding $¡as not

tended to have networks

ruultiplex relationships,
ltere perceived as less
the general population.

generalizable to the
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participants of the enptoynent service because random

selection was not used, this finding in addition to more

general research in the area indicates that, a rack of sociar
support may be a problen shared by other enplolment service
participants" This suggests then that there is reason to
include network buirding interventions as part of the
enplolnnent service. F¡nplolment service participants were

witling to participate in the practicun study and were able to
identify goars to irnprove their social network support.
Participants reported finding the interventíon helpful in
reaching and sustaining their goals. This indicates that
inclusion of a network building component in prograrrming would
be meaningful to clients.

Due to the small sample size of the study none of the observed

changes reached a revel of statistical significance but
arguabry there were changes of practical significance to the
participants involved. That a nrieä intervention had result,s
that were stable after three months indicates the efficacy of
network building int,erventions for people with mental health
problens. Further research is requíred in this field to
develop better interventions and to generate a larger sanpre

size that would be more amenabLe to staÈistical methods of
evaluation.
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Some of the tools used in the intervention could be helpful
for general assessment in the rnental health fie1d. Network
napping provided a good visual tool for practitioner and

participant to better understand the network, to illustrate
basic network concepts as they appried to an individualrs
experience, to target areas for work and to chart changes as

they occurred. À procedure for network napping with
participants appears in ^â,ppendix F. rt includes an

orientation to the task, a form to list network members and a
map for¡nat that may be used. The social Rerationships scare
provided a structured way of discussing network ties that was

helpful both crinically and in the evaluation process. rt is
helpful in eliciting inforrnation about the personrs level of
satisfaction with his or her network, the nurtiplexity of ties
and the level of reciprocity of relationships.

There was a sub-group of practicun participants who had

experienced abusive relationships who required additionat
support during the intervention. Two of the four vromen in the
practicum group identified themserves as having experienced
physically and/or sexually abusive relationships as children
and/or adults. Although the information at this stage is
anecdotal, they expressed difficulties with trust and boundary

issues to a greater extent than did other participants. For

survivors of abuse, rearning to estabLish boundaries with
potential network members tüas an importanÈ f irst st,ep to
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beginning to increase the nurnber of network ties. Further
study in this area could produce findings helpful in work with
survivors of abuse.

During practicurn sessions, participants identified many issues
that have contributed t,o their need t,o inprove their level of
sociar support. rn addition to citing skill and attitudinal
barriers, they recognized several features of their social
situations which led t,o reduced levels of support.
Participants experienced a fear of rejection if others knew of
their mentar hearth problems and expressed a fear of others
discounting their feerings and opinions because of their
history of nentar health prob)-ems. They frequently spoke of
the fear of and discrimination against people with mental

health problems and how this inpacted on them socially. one

participant reported having rost touch with friends as a

resurt of a psychiatric hospitalization that kept her out of
the community for several months. people living with farnily
or in group living situations reported a decrease in the range

of options for socializing due to a rack of privacy. others
reported that being unemployed as a result of a psychiatric
disability iurpacted upon the support availabre from famiry and

friends who expressed the opinion that they shourd be working.
Many cited the constraints imposed by a lack of financial
resources that limited rnobility and access to recreational
facilities.
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current approaches to psychiatric care, high levels of
unemployment, the widespread prejudice against people with
mental health problens and poverty li¡nit the opportunities for
individuals to develop and maintain supportive social
networks. rnclusion of network building interventions in a

context, of segregation and devaruation wilr have at best
limited effect. Low levels of social assistance that restrict
the use of pubric transit and make rentar of a t,elephone
diffícult night be a more appropriate focus of change efforts
in any attempt to increase levels of social support.

Participants involved in work or work experience situations,
at the time of or imrnediately folrowing their practicum
involvenent, reported finding that what they had learned in
the practicum sessions was helpfur in building relationships
in the work setting. The intervention described in this
report will be most effective as part of a larger strategy to
further community integration and most appropriately remains
as part, of an employrnent or housing program that helps
alleviate some of the systemic barriers and can provide an

opportuniÈy for peopre to use the knowtedge and skirrs that
they develop.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSTON

The applicat.ion of concepts drawn from sociar network theory
to sociar work in the mental hearth field represents an

alternative to the ernphasis on inter-individual fact,ors that
has do¡ninated pract,ice. social network theory suggests that
programs of formal support increase attention to the buirding
and maintenance of infor¡nar support (Garbarino, 19g3;

weslowskí, 1987). rnattention to inforrnal support has been

faulted for the fairure of interventions with people with
mental health problems:

The inability of our mental health systems todesign cirtunstances that would remove
iymptonatology can be seen as the consequence ofthe nistaken berief that artificiar social networks
can be instrumental in producing change in everydaylife (D'Augelli, 1993:95) .

The practicum intervenÈion is an illustration of one of the
ways that attent,ion to infornal sociar support can be included
in a program providing formal support.

rn contemplating the cornpletion of the practicum, it is
helpful to return to the object,ives for the practicum set out
in the original proposal. The data corlected suggests some

success in increasing the a!¡areness of participants of the
function and importance of sociaÌ networks and social support,
an increased lever of reciprocity in their networks, an
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increase in the size and diversity of the networks of some of
the participants and for some an increase in social skírIs.
whether these changes will improve the effectiveness of the
enplolanent service in maintaining program participants in the
workplace remains unanswered. Those participants involved in
work or work experience situations, at the tirne or following
their practicum involvement, reported that they found what

they had learned in the practÍcum sessions to be helpfur in
their work situations. The second practicum objective was to
increase the awareness of eurplolnnent service staf f of the
theory behind and the utilization of social netv¡ork

interventions. There was already a high level of awareness of
social networks and sociar support among the staff.
Avairability for discussion and provision of resources were

the ways utilized to further this awareness.

The practicum proved a rich opportunity for the achievement of
the rearning goars set out in the proposal. with the

exception of improving group faciritation skilrs, all learning
goars vrere met. Reviewing audio-tapes of sessions both

independently and with the supervisor allowed for reflection
on and Ímprovernent of direct service skills. The evaluation
component of the practicum allowed an opportunity to develop

skills in single subject design and to appreciat.e the

contribution that such neasurement can have in an

intervention.
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t{orking witn participants on social support issues offered a

chance to better comprehend the dynarnics of support, and

contributed to the writerrs understanding of the forces at
play in the lives of people with ¡nental health problems.

Finalty, the experience of the practicum confirmed for the

writer the complexity of the inter-pIay between personal and

social spheres. For the participants of the pract,icum,

irnprovement of individuaL skill in accessing support, given

the context of their lives, remained only part of the answer

to achieving optirnal leve1s of social support.
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INOEX OF SELF ESTEEM (ISE) Today's Date

NAME:

fhis questionnaire is designed to measure how you see youæelf. lt is not a test. so

th6re ar€ no right or wrong anslvem. Please answer eadl item as carefully and

accuf:¡tely as you can by placing a number by each one as follows:
1 Rarely or none ol the time
2 A litüe of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A good part of the time
5 Most or all of the timo

Please begin.

t. I feel that p€opl€ would not like me if they really knew me well

2. I leel that others get along mudr better than I do

3. lfeelthat I am a beautifulP€rson

4. When I am with other people lfeel they are glad I am with üem

5. I fe€l üat people really like to telk with me

6. lfeelthat I em a very comp€tent peñ¡on

7. t think I make a good impression on others

8. I fe€l that I neecl more setf'confidence

9. When I am wiür smngeß lam very neryous

10. I think that I am a dull Person

11. I test ugty

12. I feel thal others have more fun than ldo
13. I fesl that I bore peoPle

14. I think nry frl€nds find me irìt€re!¡ting

15. I think I have a good sense of humor

16. I feelvery sellonsciot¡s when I am with strangers

17. I fe€l that if lcq¡lct be rno¡e Íke other p€oPle lwot¡ld haw it
Íisde

18. I feol thsl p€odo have a gpod time wfton th€y Ito with

19. I feel like a waltllæsr h'h€n I 9o oul

n. I l€€l lg€t prjttt€d around more than others

21. I think I am a rather nice person

2,. lle€l that pcople rcally like me very rrudr

A. lfo€l th8l I am a l¡k68ble Persorl

24. I am afraiJ I will appear foolbh to oü€r!
25. W fri€nds think very h(¡hly ol me

Coryright @ Wanor W. Huóon, 1974
3,4,5,6,7, 1 4, 1 3,18 21,2A 25
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SociaI RelationshiPs Scal-e
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This quescionn¿ire concerns uho you talk ¡o when chings happen !o you lr¡r be!,ser oruorse in your daity life. For conveniencet ee have cãcegorized chãse chings asfollous:

Firac, uork, rhar.is: change in job, reciremeng, croubles on Ehe

. 
job, change in r¿orkload, sGrike, promocionr ecc.

second-,.r¡oney and financea, chot ic: income increase or decrease,bill paymen!s, invescnen!sr Èaxec, roons, ""riig-ãnds meeE,r ecc.

Thrrd, hooe and faoily, thac is: change in residence, hone
improvcments, neighbourhood decrine, deach in ctre famiry,birch, marriage, persons moving in or our of cie hore,3eparation/divorce, ccc.

Fourth, personal healÈh, chac is: change in a¡¡ounc of recreacion,sicknesg, diec, allergies' preBnancy, impoirmenc of sigrrc oihearing, eÈc.

Fifrh, personal and social, thar is: oaking ner¡ fri¿nds, furchering
educasion, changes in religious or poiicical bel¡,eis,
"falling ouc" of a relscionship, loneliness, achievemenc,
boredonr etc.

end lascly, sociecy in general, Èhar is: policics, cconomy,pollucion, violence, housing, inflarion, educccion, cc.c.

@ leso
A.H. McFarlane
McHssre! Universicy
Hamilt,on, On!ario CANADA
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Check here if rt¡is
c:¡teg,ory doeS nor
¡ppIy Èo you.

(See poge tH n*orples)

Please lisc lhe people uhom you gener¿¡lly discuss uork, using che firsc name or inicialsonly' Afler each name or sec,f-ini¡i¿tå rirt ii ciå"ånf or cr¡o r¿ord descriprion of rherelaclon each person has co you.

Then go on !o check che circle which indicaces.che degree of hetpfulness or unhelpfulnessof vour discussions 
"icr, ""ii-p;;;;;, ana lasc,ry,'-"i"lt'"ff yES or g if you feer chisPerson pould corre Co you Co discuss work.

Don'g ¡g.1 yo.u havg co fill up all che spaces provided. tf you find you need moresPaces, inform lhe inEervieg¡er.

I discuss uork sich:

E

Re lation

-

l,lould chis
Person come
co you ro
discuss uork
YES NO

( )l ( )2

( )l ()

( )¡ ()

( )r (,)

( )r ()

( )r ()

nakes chints
¿ loc
|J()rs e

makes ch lngs
¿ bic
t,ors e

helps chrngs
a bi¿

helps chings
¡ los



çnec¡< hcre !, ! Enls
c€tegory does nor
¡Ppry ro you..r""ffi.,,,

l]::... li.sc. rne people whom you geners

t;:.::l:,::l;;"fi;::;:il::li :;";:;'iä i:::ï:;,îtîî t:..f:":t!"å; iij"5"1"oj.,tit,tiï :;
Then go on !o check che circle r¿hich ior yoJ. ;;,;;";i;;: ,i¡r,-"i"i-p;;"-;;,-li:"iii::i:""Í::;":,; 

='::"6"ì; ;;,"l|:iofn"i:..,person sould come Èo you Èo discucs åoncy and fin¿nces.

:;:":.1':lrlÏ Ï:"r::"Ïlj,::."tr lhe spaces provided. rr you rind you need more

I discu¡s æney lnd finances vith:
Name or
Inici¡ls Rel¿rion

LL7

llould chis
Pergon come
co you co
discuss mone
and fi¡¡¡q¿5
YES NO

( )¡ ( )2

( )r ()

( )t ()

( )t ()

( )r ()

( )¡ ()

oakes chings
a loc
90r9 e

nåkes ghints
¡ bic
t'0rs e

he lps chings
¡ bic

helps chings
¡ loc

makes chings
a loc
ttors e

makes chings
¡ bi¡
t orse

helps chings
¡ bir

helps Bhings
¡ lor

makes chings
a loc
uors e

mekes chings
¡ blg
t,ors e

hel.ps chings
å blr

helps chings
¡ loc,

^
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Check here i f c,h is
caceq.orv doeg no!
apply co you.

HOHE AND FAHILY
(Sce Page I f or Ex:¡rîples )

please tisC ghe people t,hom you geners!.ly discuss home ¡nd family, using
inicials onty. AfCer each name or seÈ of iniCials filt in rhe one or Cao

Bhe 5eIacion each person hs8 co you.

Then go on Èo check ghe circle r¡hich indicaces Èhe degree of hetpfulness_
of your di,scussions r¿ich each Person, ond lascly, check off S or p if
person ,¿ould come Èo you !o discusg home ¡nd family.

Don'c feel you. have co fill up all the spaces provided. lf you find you

spaces, inform ¿he in!,ervieser'

I discuss hooe and feoily virh:

Nåme or
Inicials Relacion Helpfulness of discussion

(check one circle)

Che firsf nûme or
rlord descripcion of

or unhelpfulness
you feet shis

need ¡rcre

tlou ld ch is
Person cofne
co you co
discuss hone
rnd famiLy?
YES NO

( )t ( )?

( )l ( )2

( )l ( )2

( )l ( )2

( )l I )'¿

( )l ( ):

rnakes Eh ings
¡ loc
r,('rs e

makes Èhings
¡ bir
rJors e

helps chings
a bi¡

he lps chings
a loc

rnakes !h inga
¿ lot
tjors e

makes ghings
a bi¡
90rs e

he lps chings
a bis

he lps Èhings
¡ loc

make3 ghingg
ô loc
tJors e

nakes chings
¿ bic
rJors e

helps chings
a bi¡

helps lhings
a loc,

makes Bhings
a loc
uors e

makes ch lngs
a bi¡
90rs e

he lps chings
a bit

helps chings
¡ loc

måkes chtnBg
¡ toc
90rs e

nakes chr.ngs
¡ bic
uors c

helps chlngs
a bic

helps chings
a los

makes thlngs
a loc
uors e

nakes chrngs
¿ bic
tJors e

helps chlngs
a bir

he lps chings
¿ loc
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Check here if chis
caÈegory doeg nor
epply co ñ; -

Please lisc rhe peopre whon you generarly discuss personår heåtÈh, usinginrciats only. Afrer cach name or se! o'e inisi"ir';iii";" lhe one or Èuolhe relagion each person has !o you.

then go on co check che circle shÍch indicsÈes Èhe degree ofof your discussions uich each person, and l¡sgty, -"i"ln-Jer
person sould come Èo you co discuss personal trealrf¡.

helpfulnesg or unhelpfulness
E or g if you feel chis

If you fÍnd you need npre

che firsc name or
r¿ord descriprion of

llould chis
Person come I
you Èo discus
persona I
heal¡h?
YES NO

( )l ( )2

Don'c feel you have co fitl up all the spoces provided.
spaces, inform Èhe ingervier¿er.

I discuss personal hêalrh uich:

Re la¡ion Helpfulness of discussion
(check one circle)

makes chingslmakes thingslnetps chingslt,etps chingså toc | ¡ br.t I s bit I ¡ l,oc
eorse 90r3e

makes chings
a log
tJ()rs e

makes Èhings
a bic
t'013 e

helps chings
a bic

hclps chings
¡ lot

rnakes things
¡ loc
90rse

makes È,h ings
a bi¡
90rs e

helps chings
s bis

heIps chings
¡ loc

makes chings
¡ lo¡
gors e

makes chings
¡ bic
t,0rs e

he I ps ch ings
a bis

helps chings
¿ loc

makes chings
a loc
uors e

makes things
¡ bi¡
90r3 e

helps chings
¡ bir

helps chings
¡ loc

( )r t)2

( )t ()2

( )l ()2

( ,r ()2

( )¡ ()2
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Check here if chis
cåcegory does nor
¡Ppry co you.

,r"ffi.,
Please list the people uhorn you generally discuss o"rron"t and social chings, using Ehe lirscname or inicials only. Afcer each name or seg of i.nicials fÍll in lhe one or cuo r¿orddescripcion of che relacion each person has co you.

Then g. on Èo check Ehe circle r¡hich indicates lhe degree of hetpfulnessof your discussions wi!,h each person, ond rascry, 
"i"ir.-ier rg, or NO !fperson r¿ould come Èo you so discu¡c personar 

"nå'."oli"i ;;;"ã- 
-- 

- 
-'

Donr! feel ygu hav¡ co firt up arl Ehe spsces provided. If you find you!paces, inform Ehe ingervier¿er.

I discuss personst ¡nd social chings uich:

or unhelpfulness
you feel chis

need more

Relarion

-

Help.fulness of discussion
\check one circ le)

tlould chis
person come
you co discu:
personal. and
social rhing:
YES NO

( )t ( )2

( )¡ l12

( )t ()2

( )r ( )2

( )l (r?

( )r ( )?

makes chings
s Lo¿
tJors e

makes !hings
¡ bi¡
t,ors e

he I ps ch ings
a bic

helps chings
¡ loc

oakes clrings
¡ loc
90rs e

nakes chings
¡ bi¡
l'0rs e

helps chings
¡ bic

helps Chings
¡ los

makes !hings
¿ loc
rJors e

makes chings
¡ bi¡
t,ors e

helps chings
¿ bic

helps things
¡ loc

makes chings
a lor
sors e

makes chings
¡ bic
90rs e

helps chings
a bic

helps rhings
¡ loc

nakes chings
¡ loc
90rg e

makes chings
a bic
90rs e

he lps ch ings
¡ bir

he lps Bhings
¡ loc

nakes chings
a loc
tJors c

makes chings
a bi¿
uorse

helps chings
¿ bir,
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Check here if chis
cal,egory does no!
apply co you.

SOCIETY IN GENERAL
(Sec page I for Exaoples)

Ple¡se lisc che people uhom you generally dircusc rociety in general, uaing rhe firsc nsme orinicials onty. Afser eech name or lct oi inigi¡t¡ fill in ghã one or slro Jr¡rd descripcion oirhe rclarion each person has co you.

lnen go on ro chcck Èhe circlc r¡hich indicaÈe!-che dcgrec of hclpfulness or unhelpfulnessof your discussions r¡ish cech pcrson, end laclly, chcãk off f!!är g if you feel chispÊrson r¡ould cooe Eo you co discuss sociecy in general.

Don'ç f¡¿l you have go fitl up all che cpacee providcd. tf you find you need norespaces, inform chc incervier¡er.

I discuss rociecy in generrl rich:

tf

Relarion Helpfulness of discussion
rcheck onc circle)

llould shis
Person come
you ro discu:
rociety in
genera I ?
YES NO

( )t ( )2

( )t ( ,:

( )r ( ):

( )r ( ):

( )¡ ( ):

( )r

oakes chinga
¡ loc
¡,0rge

mekes things
¡ bi¡
90rae

helpr chings
¡ bùc

helps chings
. lor

mekes chings
¡ !,oc
¡rorg e

maker Èhingc
¡ bic,
90rse

helps chingo
¡ bic

helps chings
¡ los

makes chingc
¡ los
90rs e

makct chings
¡ bi¡
90rse

hctps chinga
¡ bic

helps chingr
¡ loc

raekes Bh ingr
¡ loc
90r3 e

makes Èhings
¡ bic
90r3e

hcl,pa rhings
¡ bic

hclps chings
. ¡oE

makcs Bhinga
¡ toc
t,orse

meker chings
r bic
uorse

hclpr chings
¡ brr

hclps chingr
¡ Joc

nakes Chings
a log
eors e

oakes chings
¡ bic

helpr chings
¡ bic

hc tps' chings
I lor,
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Service Checklist

Nane

Date

Level of fmprovement

The Problem Is:

Much Much

Target Problem Worse l{orse Same Improved Improved

5
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APPENDTX C: PERMISSION FOR USE OF STANDARDTZED MEASTIRES

Statement of Penaission for Use of Index of Se1f-Esteem

rrDr. Walter Hudson has granted pernission to reproduce and use

any or all of these scales presented in Figures 6.2 through

6.10 in any quantity needed provided that the following three

conditions are met: the format and wording of each scale must

not be altered, the copyright not,ation at the bottom of each

scale must be retained, and none of the scales may be

reproduced for commercial purposes.rl

B1oom, Martin and Joel Fischer. Evaluatinq Practice:

Guidelines for the Accountable Professional. (]-ee2)

Englewood Cliffs, N. J. Prentice-Ha1l, Inc. Page L62.



McMASTER UNIVERSITY
Faculty of Health Sciences
Department of Psychiatry

1200 Main Street rü(/esr, Hamilton, Ontario L8N 325
Telephone 525-9140

November 25, 7992

Dana Lewis

Dear Ms. Lewis,

I hereby give

Sca1e.
f,

ÀHM: ab

you permission

,
,.t.t/

1,fk/'< -Zt ¿é.LL-/ /
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- H¡milton General Hospiral
il-,ìî-r.-, 

-il-. l

to use the Social Relationshíp

"& /Z Á,'

À1lan H. McE?aria4e, M.D.,F.R.C.p. (C)

A,ffiliated wirh:
lhedoke--\lcMasrer

-(2t-2100
Joseph's Hospital

52:--t9+ I

Hamilton Psvchiatric Hospiral
388-25 I I

Htrspital - St.
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APPENDIX D. RECRUITMENT LETTER AI{D CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE
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Dear Partieipant:

social support is the help that.a person gcts Ërom the ¡reople thatbe or she knows (family, Ériends_, workeri).- r¡e p"rpå"ã-ãã ù¡¿"studv is to took at the lypes of_relattonships ¡rii¡-äiË"r-e"åpl,
!h"! participanrs in Ernplo¡'rnenr -Dimensions iïv". lbi;ìtüJi isdesigned to fÍnd ways tbat,social support c.ñ-u" i¡npioveJõã no"this may affcct an individuails transition Éo amptäym"ni.-L aparticipant in Employment Dimensrons, you ar. .xp.ãti;t ¿; begîn aDew job in the Âear future and may nist¡ Lo pårtieiiate lã-tbestudy.

The idea behind. th.". "alrdr..r- that increased social sup¡rort sill
improve an individuãl's ability t-o be successful Et sork.- Althoughthere is cvidence to support the idea that involvenent-- i¡--tte
¡rracticum wilI be helpful, this cannot ba guaranteed. ts rith any
:uc¡ study, there is the risk of nagativc cffects. These ruayinclude feeling unsettlcd by takiâg a look rt ãitticutÉrel ati onships !n Jrour llf e or af f ecting tbose ¡ror¡nd tou bybehaving in a different ray.

Participation is voluntary. Your decision ¡rill in no ray affectyour ¡nvolvement wiÈh Employment Dimensions. lf you nish to¡¿ithdra¡¡ from the study at any point you may do so, agãin, eithoutaffectrng your involvement in Employment Di¡nensions.-

As a.participant in the ¡tud¡, you would reecivc approrimately ten
one hour sessions of i¡dividual counselling. gessions could-takeplace at the Employment Dimensions oÉfice, in your hone or at aplace convenient Èo you. Tou may deci.de Èo becl¡ne involved in areekly group meeting instead of or in addition to the individualsessions. Inf ormation ¡ril I be col I ected during interviews at t,hebegrnnrng and end oÉ the study and ihe result! analyzed. Theseresults wrll be shared with you. Participants are alio requestedto be avarlable tor a three month tollor-ug intervien.

3 . 1000 Nolre Dame Ave.. Wrnnrpeo. tlB. R3E 0N3 ' Ïelephone. t20l; 786.6684 Fax t2041 ;88:e?:

A Prc¡ect ol tne Canadtan lL'tental Heallh Assoctat,on. ly¡nn,peg Flegrcn lnc.
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If you p-ish to become involved in the study, you may decide toallow individual counselling sessions to ¡e auaió-tapeá. you maypartieipate in the study without alloging the sessions to be taped.If you permit the taping to occur, the tapes will be reviewed bÍ me
and my elinical supervisor- at the univerlity of l{anitoba. lle areboth bound by the policy of the Canadian tlenial Eealth Àssociationto mainÈain such information in tbe gtrictest confidence. Tapes¡rill be kept in a locked cabinet aud erased after the study.
Information collected from the . study will be kept strictl/
eonf idential . Staf f of - E¡nployment Di¡nänsions and m.mb.rs oi tfråunj.versity of Manitoba faculty involved in the study are bound bya policy-that _prohibits the sharing of inf ornation ¡rithout, eiioiconsent from clients.
A -final report of th-e study nilt be nritten including datacollecÈed from the stu4y. Names will not be uged a¡d identifyingdetails ¡rilt be masked to assure your anonymity. A eopy of thefinal report ¡rill be kept at Empioyment Dimlensibns of fiää if you
wish Èo vier¡ it
Please take a seek to consider your decision about ¡rarticipating inthe study. If you wish, review your decision with someone-tbat youtrust. If you havo any questions, please do not hesitate tocontact me at

Yours truly,

Dana Lewis



I ¡rould Iike to participate in the study and understand the
foi lowing:

I. Hy decision about participating in the study will in Do wayaffect lîY involvement in Employment Dimensions.

2. rf r ¡rish to withdrasr from the study, r may do so at any time,¡¡ithout affecting my involvement in Employmenl Dimensions.-

3. InformatÍon collected as a result of the study rill be keptconfidential .

4. My i-nvol-vament Hould require that r participate in approximately
ten indÍvidual counselling sessions. This rrould be in-ád¿it¿on totime regulariy spent in the Empioyment DimensioDs program.

L28

PLEASE CHECK. .

I ¡rould like to partÍcipate in individual sessi.oas.

I r¡ould be interested in participating in a support group

You have mt' permission to audiotape sessions.

I prefer that you do uot audÍotape sessions.

I prefer not to participate in the study.

Signature

Date
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APPENDIX E: PARTTCIPANT BIOGRAPHIES

Participant 1.

The participant hras a 39 year old man with a diagnosis of
paranoid schizophrenia and an anxiety disorder. He sustained

a head injury in his late teens and reports that from this
tiure he has had slurred speech. Initial network measurement

revealed a close network of eight members, predominantly close

fanity members and professional contacts. He reported the

network to be helpful with a reciprocity level of 59?. During

the course of the practicun intervention he moved from a
suburban boarding hone to a bachelor apartment in a central

neighbourhood. He also began a work experience through the

emplolment program during this tirne.

The participant set three goals for the practicurn work:

to improve conversation skillsi to explore recreational

opportunities in the cornrnunity; and to connect with others

with a shared interest. During the practicum sessions social

support needs and expectations of different relationships were

discussed. General conversational rules such as not

interrupting when others are speaking, listening attentively,
staying on topic, speaking slowly and clearly were examined in

addition to practising probing questions and exploring
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different topics for conversation. Recreational activities in
the conmunity that the participant enjoyed and strategies for
meeting others with a shared interest nere explored. Ways of

optinizing the social opportunities created through the work

experience r¡ere also examined.

The post-intervention measurement of the participantrs network

showed some changes with an increase in the close network by

one member and a shift in the network composition to include

a friend and reduce the level of professional involvement,. At

follow-up, the network size increased dramatically with the

addition of nine people from the work setting. The level of

reciprocity increased at this measure to 858 while the leve1

of helpfulness declined slightly from initial and post-

intervention standing. The most striking changes shov¡n in the

network are in the sectors of work and friends are

attributable to three factors. First, the participantrs work

experience allowed him daily contact with a large group of co-

workers. Second, he moved to a neighbourhood where he had

previously resided and was able to renew old social contacts.

Third, his living situation, an apartment rather than a

boarding hone, rrras more conducive to inviting friends and

acquaintances over.
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ParticiPant 2.

The participant, hras a thirty year o1d woman who lived alone in

a suburban apartment. She worked casual shifts at a day care

and had not worked fuIl-time for the four years following the

onset, of her mental health problern, nanic depression. Initial

assessment of her social network showed a moderately sized

network with a large professional involvement. The

participant reported some close relationships among her

neighbours. She perceived her network as helpful r¡ith a 572

rate of reciProcitY.

Much of the initial work focused on defining the parameters of

the practícum and on setting an appropriate goal for the work'

The participant identified difficulty in staying calm during

social situations. Her nervousness during social situations

caused her to misinterpret social cues and to be overly

friendly and boist,erous. She set irnproving her ability to

relax in social situations as her goal.

Development of a greater awareness of her anxiety level and

use of relaxation techniques were practised. Discussion

centred on reading social cues accurately and sending cues

that would make her intentions in relationships more clear'
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Followíng several sessions the participant decided not to
pursue the goal that she had set and withdrew before the end

of the practicun. Due to this post-intervention measures were

not obtained.
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Participant 4.

The participant was a woman in her early forties with an

anxiety disorder. She worked part tine as a home-maker and

attended evening classes to upgrade skills related to her

emplolment goal. At the tiroe of her practicum involvement she

s¡as doing a work experience through the enplolment proçfram.

She lived with her husband and two children in a ytinnipeg

suburb. Assessment of her network indicated a smatl, fairly
helpful network with a predoninance of modal figures and a

high degree of reciprocity.

The participant set three goals for the practicum r¡ork: to
increase the int,ensity of her ties with two friends current,Iy

in her network; to alt,er existing relationships to include

outings rather than exclusively phone or at-home visits; and

to include some couples as friends ín her network.

The educative component included social network theory, the

role of social support and the constituents of a balanced

network.

Discussions included what is valued in a friend, her husbandts

role in bringing people into the network and an exploration of

opportunit,ies to socialize.
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Most features of the network remained unchanged following the

practicum intervention. At post-test, the participantrs

network remained a small, fairly helpful network with a

predominance of modal figUres and a high degree of

reciprocity. A smaller close net$¡ork following the

intervention was report,ed with the loss of one professional

member as a modal figiure. There lfas an apparent decrease in

the level of involvement of professionals in the network

overall. The changes targeted as goals of the intervention,

to increase the number of close friends and the nuaber of

couple friends, appeared on the network rnap. The second map

showed an increase in the nunber of friends and the inclusion

of two friends in the inner circle of the map. At follow-up

the network remained relatively unchanged from the post-

intervention measure with some íncrease in the levels of

reciprocity and helpfulness. The loss of one relationship was

reported.
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Participant 6.

The participant vras thirty years old at the time of the
practicurn intervention. He çtrevr up in rural Manitoba and was

diagnosed with manic depression during his teens. He lived in
a central neighbourhood with his partner and eras unemployed at
the ti¡ne of the intervention. Network analysis showed a

medium sized network which included his partner, a close

farnily member, three friends and three professionals in the

close network. Modal figures were drawn from each of these

groups. He perceived his network as helpful and reported a
high degree of reciprocity.

As a goal for the practicum, the participant chose to work to
improve his ability to cornmunicaÈe assertively and clearly.
In addition to the educative component, of the work which

provided the participant with an understanding of the role and

function of social support and social networks, discussions

and role plays centred on assertive cot¡munication.

The part,icipant was hospitalized and hras unavailable Èo

complete work in the practicum beyond the sixth session.
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Participant 7.

The participant ltas thirty years old at the time of the

pract,icun intervention. He lived in a centraL neighbourhood

in a co-operative housing program for people with mental

heatth problems. He was involved in a work experience through

the emplolment program.

Initial assessment showed a fairly extensive netl¡ork which

included five friends, three farnily members, three

professionals and one work associate. Uãaaf figiures in the

network rrere two friends and two fanily members.

Professionals were not among the modal figrures. The network

was perceived as helpful with a relatively low level of

reciprocity (54å). The participant was involved in two groups

related to his hobby, a church group and a self-he1p group at

the tirne of the practicum. One of the notable features of his

network was the lack of ties with $tomen outside of his

innediate farnily. His friends also tended to be considerably

older than he.

The participant set a practicum goal of increasing his social

ties with nen and women of his own age. In addition to the

basic teneÈs of network theory, sessions included discussion

of what the participant sought in friendships, opportunities

to meet people, and conversational skills.



to continue
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practicum workThe participant became unavailable

beyond the seventh session.
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APPENDTX F. PROCEDI]RE FOR NETT{ORK MAPPING

The network map is a rray of organizing network members

according to Èype of rerationship (exanpre: famiry, friend)
and intensity or croseness of relationship. The participantrs
name goes at the centre of the map. Netnork members are
placed on the nap Ín the appropriat,e sector. The nrork sector
may contain ties from vorunteer work, schoor or other
activities besides paid enplolment. Network members are
placed on the map according to the intensity of the
participantrs rerationship with them: the more intense the

tie, the closer to the centre of the Dap it is placed.

Remember that an unsupportive tie nay be intense.
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N'ETWORKMAP

Professionals
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SOCIAL NETWORKS: BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. A social network is comprised of all of the individuals in a penon's life- A network may

include both supportive and unsupportive ties'

L Social support is the help provided by network members that helps an individual cope with

daily life. 
'f:ypo 

of social suPPort may be categorized as folloqn:

a) Informational support: provision of information or advice

bi Appraisal support provision^of feedback about performance

,Í InsirumentalCupport provision of goods or services

d) Emotional support: *ù9, trust, empathy

Categories are Dot separate entities but components of supporl Emotional support may be

convãyed to someoné througb another forn of supporf for example a ride to work

3. A social network will likely include memben that are professionals^ (formal supports) and

non-professioo"lr (informí or natural supports). Formal and informal ties vary in the

expótations of the relationship, especially reciprocity'

4. Modal figures in the network are members, ín close relationship with the person, who usually

provide ãiff"r.ot 6,pes of support. (Example: someone you can ølk to about work and

borrow money from).

5. Many dimensions of a network may be measured. Among the most oommon are:

Size: How manY members are there?

Composition: At" network members family, friends, co-workers,

Professionals?
Densit¡r To whät extent do netrvork members know each other?

Reciprocity: Are relationships mutually supportive?

ftfuftipf*ii: How many sùpport functions does each tie ñ¡lfil? (Modal

figures)

a)
b)

c)
d)
e)

6. An'ideal'network?

- Nenvorks will vary depending on things like cultural norms, gender, life stage and

p"nán"f preferenäes. 
'Durinf 

times oicrisis, for example, a small, dense network is

inought to provide optimal ruppott. This type of network may be orperienced

negaiively during times of stability'
- It is genéraUy nãtpfut to have members from different sectors (friends, family, co-

workãn). n a famity crisis, network members from outside the family may be better
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able to provide support than famíly members who are also experiencing stress from
the crisis. Members from different sectors can also allow an individual the
opportunity to take different roles.

- Reciprocity can be an issue with networls dominated by professionals and/or family
of origin ties.


